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RRECYCLE

Previous: In 1987, a barge named Mobro carried 3,100 tons of Islip 

Town and New York City trash at sea for over two months and about 

6,000 miles, looking for a dumpsite. Thirty-two years later, the larger 

problem of where to ship it all continues. DENNIS CAPOLONGO

Left: A worker stops to rest while picking through 

trash in a Bangladeshi landfill. Shifts at the dump 

average 10 hours per day. BORJA SÁNCHEZ-
TRILLO/GETTY IMAGES

Let that sink in. 

The earth is drowning in 
plastic—8.3 billion tons to 
be exact, a number so large 
it’s nearly impossible to 
comprehend, except to say 
that the annual production 
has surpassed the entire  
weight of humanity.

It’s a devastating quantity, made worse if you consider that 91 percent 

of all plastic waste has never been recycled. Even the stuff that gets 

thrown in the blue bin is a problem. China and India have stopped 

taking most imported plastic and, as a result, usable plastic is ending 

up in landfills, getting incinerated or parked on a barge to nowhere. 

We’re watching another victory for the environmental movement, one 

that’s been in place since the early 1970s, erode before our eyes. 

 This is why we’re dedicating an entire Patagonia Gear issue to 

recycling. Not because we have all the answers, but because we’re 

determined to do our part. Through our Worn Wear program, we 

repair what needs fixing so it can remain in service longer. Our new 

ReCrafted line keeps even more clothing out of landfills by combining 

used parts—sleeves, cuffs, hoods, down baffles—with factory cuttings 

and leftover fabric to create beautiful, one-of-a-kind mashups. And 

by pioneering ways to use recycled content in the products we make, 

we’re transforming what would be waste into something that’s good—

and in some cases, better than new.

 Patagonia first started experimenting with recycled materials in 

the early ‘90s, when it became apparent that everything we made pol-

luted. We released our first postconsumer recycled product in 1993—a 

green Synchilla® fleece made from recycled soda bottles. A year later, 

we helped establish a program for outdoor clothing companies to col-

lect and recycle the scraps from their fleece-cutting operations, and we 

started making kids’ clothes from leftover pieces of our adult patterns. 



We released our 

first postconsumer 

recycled product in 

1993—a Synchilla® 

fleece made from 

recycled soda bottles. 

Discussing product development and design. KYLE SPARKS

In the fi rst fi ve months of the project, we kept 160 tons of scraps out 

of landfi lls. 

 We set a goal to increase recycled content every year and started 

designing around virgin inputs wherever possible. Backpacks, for 

example, use a large amount of foam in the back panels and shoulder 

straps. There isn’t a good source of recycled foam at this point, so 

instead we incorporate more spacer mesh or minimize foam in the 

design to reduce our dependence on it. Over the past three years, 

we’ve worked with Gore to develop recycled face-fabric options to 

be used in shells, a technology that’s now available to any brand that 

wants to use it. 

 We also built new supply chains and tested hundreds of recycled 

fabrics. Where we couldn’t replace virgin fabrics with recycled ones, we 

made sacrifi ces—dropping one of our founder’s favorites, the SST Jacket 

for fl y fi shing, until we could incorporate recycled content in it, too. (We 

aim to have that one back in 2020, in its recycled glory.) As of today, 69 

percent of our line is made with recycled materials, including every single 

waterproof shell we make (page 10) and every product in this book. 

 We’re not done. While shipping all our stuff might seem the 

leading source of our greenhouse gas pollution, most of our carbon 

emissions—97 percent—come from our supply chain. And creating vir-

gin synthetic fi bers accounts for 86 percent of those emissions. The 

more recycled fabrics we make, the closer we’ll get to carbon neutrality 

across our entire business—from the farms that grow our natural fi bers 

to the factories that make our textiles and fi nished clothing—by 2025. 

(“Carbon neutral” means that we will eliminate, capture or otherwise 

mitigate all the carbon emissions we create.)

 Getting the fi nal 31 percent of our styles to include recycled content 

comes down mostly to the little things. Trims are diffi cult, as are elastics, 

buttons, waterproof/breathable membranes, zippers and threads. It 

seems like a small amount, but these elements add up.  We’re also fac-

ing a perception problem—the misunderstanding is that if it comes from 

trash, it must be lower quality, which couldn’t be further from the truth. 

Everything we make gets tested to ensure it meets our highest standards. 

   Our goal is for 100 percent of our line to include recycled content. 

It’s not a question of if, it’s a question of when and how.
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Virgin synthetic fabrics account for 86 percent of 
our total carbon emissions as a company. So using 
recycled materials doesn’t just cut down on waste,  
it also reduces emissions. 

Top: Rolls of fabric at Patagonia’s Reno Repair Center. TIM DAVIS     Bottom left: The Giotex factory in Mérida, Mexico, makes recycled cotton yarn out of factory scraps for 

Patagonia. KERI OBERLY     Bottom right: Recycled wool at Bernardo Calamai’s facility in Prato, Italy. The Calamai family has been recycling wool since 1878. TIM DAVIS
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10 42Serious PeopleGood as New Recycling Is Broken

20 Marie-France Roy, snowboarder

46 Luke Nelson, ultrarunner

62 Liz Clark, surfer

Wait, is that even a question?

Really? Won’t that be depressing? 

“Why recycle?”

Maybe. It doesn’t have to be. 
We actually have really good 
stories to share. 

Hmm. I’m listening.

Right?! It probably shouldn’t be, 
but now that it’s clear that much 
of what you put in those blue 
bins doesn’t get recycled [page 4], 
there’s a lot of confusion out there 
about what’s working and what 
isn’t. We could easily devote an 
entire issue to it.

Well, for example, our designers 
and chemists have found ways 
to make our most technical, 
high-performance jackets from 
recycled fi bers. Sixty-nine 
percent of our line now uses 
recycled content, and 100 
percent of our waterproof shells 
now have recycled content, too 
[page 10]. This is the milestone 
we’re celebrating this fall. 

Shell, yeah!

Funny. But seriously, there’s a lot to 
talk about. Recycled isn’t just about 
less plastic waste and keeping stuff 
out of the landfi ll, although it would 
sure help if everyone cut down on 
single-use plastic [page 42].

T H E  R E C Y C L I N G  I S S U E

Getting recycled fabrics 
to perform in our most 
technical pieces

Serious about recycling Now what?
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74 102100 ReCraftedBuilt to Endure Worn Wear 
Recycled fi bers that 
stand up to daily use

Extending the life 
of old favorites

Clothes made from 
other clothes

The vast majority of the carbon 
emissions we create as a company 
come from the manufacturing of 
products made with plastic-based 
fi bers. By using recycled, we’re 
reducing the most harmful part 
of our business as far as global 
warming goes. 

Shell, yeah!

Our recycled Black Hole® bags are 
actually more durable than virgin 
ones. In fact, we could fi ll an entire 
Patagonia Gear issue with styles that 
have recycled content—front to back. 
Every single product would have 
recycled content. And if it doesn’t, 
well, it doesn’t go in the guide.  

Shell, yeah!

* Lightly edited transcript from the kickoff  
marketing meeting for this issue. 

14 alpine

18 snow

26 midlayer

34 baselayer

46 trail

50 mountain bike

54 rock climb

62 surf

68 fi sh

74 sportswear

92 kids’

CONTENTS

Some people still think recycled 
means it’s of lesser quality, too, and we 
can share how we’ve shown through 
our testing that just isn’t so. Will you stop? 

Shell, no!*
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The excuses: It’s too hard, it’s  
too expensive, nobody makes  
the fabric, it doesn’t perform.  
The reality: This is no longer true.
As a company, we strive to uphold an uncompromising dedi-

cation to quality. We make products that perform, in the condi-

tions they were made for—from belay parkas like the Grade VII, 

to stormproof shells, to our Nano-Air insulation for moving fast 

in cold conditions. And we design our products to last, because 

the longer you can keep something, the less likely you are to 

replace it.

An excerpt from our 1991 catalog highlights both points: 

“A person is not likely to fashion a spear for themselves 

whose point will break off in midflight: nor is someone who 

weaves their own basket likely to make it out of rotted straw. 

Similarly, if one is sewing a parka for a mate who is about to 

go hunting for the family with a temperature at 60 below, all 

stitches will be perfect.”

Quality and performance have always been top priorities, 

but we also aim to make all of our technical products with re-

cycled material. Doing this requires converting our virgin syn-

thetic materials to recycled ones without compromising on 

performance.

But first we had to prove to a wider audience what our rig-

orous lab and field testing showed—that the recycled fabrics we 

were using performed just as well as their virgin counterparts. 

We tested the hell out of hundreds of fabrics, and with the help 

of new suppliers, we’ve successfully converted over 300 prod-

ucts in our technical line to recycled materials—most of those in 

the last two years.

And this season that includes the entire waterproof shell 

line (over 60 styles across our Alpine, Snow and Sportswear  

Sam Lambert managing ropes while 

rappelling off Aguja de l’S in high winds. 

Patagonia. AUSTIN SIADAK

100%
100% USE RECYCLED MATERIALS

100% FAIR TRADE
100% PERFORMANCE

CERTIFIED™ SEWN

E V E RY  WAT E R P R O O F  S H E L L  W E  M A K E

Getting to
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First we had to prove to a 
wider audience what our 
rigorous lab and field testing 
showed—that the recycled 
fabrics we were using 
performed just as well as  
their virgin counterparts.

Shell,
yeah!

Three parties via two different routes converging on the 

summit of Aguja de l’S, Patagonia. Damian Mast, Conor 

Dysinger, Hjördis Rickert, Austin Siadak and Sam Lambert 

share the experience. Hell, yeah! BERND ZEUGSWETTER

collections). That’s a big deal—not necessarily from a 

technical innovation standpoint, but in terms of capac-

ity. In order to meet our 2020 goal, there has to be a 

ready supply of recycled fabrics. Luckily, relationships 

with our supply chain were strong and longstanding—

we shared values, they trusted our direction and they 

were willing to figure out how to make it happen.

Each shell is a multistage, multinational endeavor. It 

begins its life as recycled plastic chips that are collected 

in Italy and Slovenia. Yarn spun from these chips is then 

woven and finished in Japan, and the final garment is 

cut and sewn in Vietnam. The ability to collaborate with 

our worldwide partners and with every material type 

required for every waterproof shell has given us in-

creased confidence that we can bring people together 

to get shit done.

The conversion was slow and gradual for a long 

time, then sudden. Now we’ve reached a point where 

we can draw a line in the sand that every shell uses re-

cycled fabrics—and is Fair Trade Certified™ sewn—or we 

simply don’t make it. 
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WHAT THE SHELL?

What means what in the world of shells.

H2No® Performance Standard is our pass/fail test 

that guarantees every waterproof garment we make. 

In both our lab and the field, we rigorously test for 

the highest level of waterproofness, breathability, 

durability and comfort. This standard also means 

that recycled materials are always used.

3-layer shells consist of a waterproof/breathable 

membrane sandwiched between a durable outer 

fabric layer and an interior layer called the backer. 

The membrane makes the garment waterproof by 

acting as a barrier to prevent water from getting 

through the jacket to your baselayer and breathable 

because it allows body heat and sweat to pass 

through as vapor (you don’t want to get wet from 

the inside either). The outer fabric layer protects 

the membrane. The backer on the interior of the 

membrane helps manage moisture and improve 

comfort. All our 3-layer shells (including those with 

GORE-TEX fabrics) must pass the H2No® Performance 

Standard protection tests. 

DWR (durable water repellent) is a chemical fabric 

finish (we’re working on less harmful alternatives) 

that beads moisture on the outer layer of your shell, 

keeping it from getting saturated. When the outer 

fabric of your multilayered shell is dry, the breathable 

membrane works properly, moving moisture away 

from the body and keeping you comfortable longer. 

When the outer layer does wet out from snow or rain, 

breathability is reduced, but the membrane still acts 

as a waterproof barrier to prevent water from getting 

through the jacket to your baselayer. 

Postindustrial waste is created in the manufacturing  

process and can be made back into raw material. 

Another way to think of it? Stuff that gets swept off 

the factory floor and thrown back into the mix for 

later use. 

Postconsumer trash is created when we’re done 

with a product, or it’s at the end of its life cycle. Used 

plastic water bottles are a great example, but just 

about any old clothing or anything you throw in a 

blue recycling bin qualifies. 
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Triolet 
Jacket
Jack of all trades

Born from tradition and infused with modernity, 

our Triolet Jacket is a mountain-focused hard shell 

for heavy snow, driving wind and pouring rain. The 

3-layer GORE-TEX fabric features a waterproof/

breathable membrane bonded between a robust 

lining and a durable 100% recycled polyester outer 

shell; a DWR (durable water repellent) finish  further 

fends off wet weather. The helmet- compatible, 

two-way-adjustable hood with a laminated visor 

blends protection with optimal visibility; traditional    

cord locks in the hood and hem allow for quick ad-

justment; an interior stretch-mesh catch-all pocket 

stashes gloves or a hat; two vertical chest pockets 

and two handwarmer pockets stay clear of harness 

and pack lines. Other details include low-bulk, 

water tight, coated zippers on the pit zips and ex-

ternal pockets; low-profile cuff closures; full-reach 

gusseted underarm panels for mobility; an elas-

ticized strap at the inside lower back attaches to 

pants to eliminate gaps on powder days; and a 

concealed RECCO® reflector. Imported.

Recycled Materials  100% recycled 
polyester GORE-TEX shell

Born from tradition and infused with modernity, 

our Triolet Jacket is a mountain-focused hard shell 

for heavy snow, driving wind and pouring rain. The 

3-layer GORE-TEX fabric features a waterproof/

breathable membrane bonded between a robust 

lining and a durable 100% recycled polyester outer 

shell; a DWR (durable water repellent) finish  further 

fends off wet weather. The helmet- compatible, 

two-way-adjustable hood with a laminated visor 

blends protection with optimal visibility; traditional    

cord locks in the hood and hem allow for quick ad-

justment; an interior stretch-mesh catch-all pocket 

stashes gloves or a hat; two vertical chest pockets 

and two handwarmer pockets stay clear of harness 

and pack lines. Other details include low-bulk, 

water tight, coated zippers on the pit zips and ex-

ternal pockets; low-profile cuff closures; full-reach 

gusseted underarm panels for mobility; an elas-

ticized strap at the inside lower back attaches to 

pants to eliminate gaps on powder days; and a 

Born from tradition and infused with modernity, 

our Triolet Jacket is a mountain-focused hard shell 

for heavy snow, driving wind and pouring rain. The 

3-layer GORE-TEX fabric features a waterproof/

breathable membrane bonded between a robust 

lining and a durable 100% recycled polyester outer 

shell; a DWR (durable water repellent) finish  further 

fends off wet weather. The helmet- compatible, 

two-way-adjustable hood with a laminated visor 

blends protection with optimal visibility; traditional    

cord locks in the hood and hem allow for quick ad-

justment; an interior stretch-mesh catch-all pocket 

stashes gloves or a hat; two vertical chest pockets 

and two handwarmer pockets stay clear of harness 

and pack lines. Other details include low-bulk, 

water tight, coated zippers on the pit zips and ex-

ternal pockets; low-profile cuff closures; full-reach 

gusseted underarm panels for mobility; an elas-

ticized strap at the inside lower back attaches to 

pants to eliminate gaps on powder days; and a 

FPO

Women’s Triolet Jacket 
$399.00  I  83407  I  XXS-XL   

Regular fit  I  488 g (17.2 oz)

Men’s Triolet Jacket 
$399.00  I  83402  I  XS-XXL  

Regular fit  I  550 g (19.4 oz)

ALPINE SHELLS

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-triolet-jacket-for-alpine-climbing/83407.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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FAIR TRADE 

CERTIFIED™ SEWN

Fair Trade is our first step on the path 
toward paying living wages throughout 
our supply chain. We pay a premium 
for every Patagonia item that carries the 
Fair Trade Certified label. That extra 
money goes directly to the workers at 
the factory to supplement their wages.

FAIR TRADE FAIR TRADE 

CERTIFIEDCERTIFIED™™ SEWN SEWN

Fair Trade is our first step on the path 
toward paying living wages throughout 
our supply chain. We pay a premium 
for every Patagonia item that carries the 
Fair Trade Certified label. That extra 
money goes directly to the workers at 
the factory to supplement their wages.

CERTIFIEDCERTIFIED

Fair Trade is our first step on the path 
toward paying living wages throughout 
our supply chain. We pay a premium 
for every Patagonia item that carries the 
Fair Trade Certified label. That extra 
money goes directly to the workers at 
the factory to supplement their wages.

3-layer GORE-TEX fabric features a 

waterproof/breathable membrane 

bonded between a robust lining and 

a durable 100% recycled polyester 

outer shell

Helmet-compatible, two-way-

adjustable  hood with a laminated 

visor blends protection with optimal 

visibility

Elasticized strap at the inside lower 

back attaches to pants and eliminates 

gaps on powder days

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-triolet-jacket-for-alpine-climbing/83402.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Galvanized Pants Also built from a 3-layer 

H2No® Performance Standard polyester/spandex 

fabric, these pants deliver full mobility and excep-

tional waterproof protection. A soft jersey-knit 

backer wicks moisture for enhanced comfort. A 

minimal, articulated pattern complements the 

fabric’s stretch to enable ease of movement, and 

the two low-profi le thigh pockets have watertight, 

PU-coated zippers, strategically positioned for har-

ness compatibility. The waistline has a zippered fl y 

(with snap-tab closure) and a low bib height that 

stays above a harness (supported by adjustable, 

elasticized, removable suspenders), plus vents 

that double as a drop seat. The narrow lower legs 

are specifi cally designed to fi t over alpine climb-

ing boots with ultraminimal cuffs, shock-cord 

adjustments and tie-down loops to reduce bulk. 

Imported.

Galvanized Jacket Combines stretch and 

solid protection for the worst conditions—striking 

a balance among weight, warmth and durability. 

This 3-layer H2No® Performance Standard water-

proof jacket breathes and shrugs off heavy weather 

when you’re exploring the alpine’s boldest terrain. 

Pit zips enhance venting, the engineered pattern 

eliminates seams across the shoulders and back for 

reduced abrasion, and the jersey-knit backer on the 

interior wicks moisture for increased comfort. The 

Optimal Visibility Hood works with any helmet and 

adjusts with a single -pull Cohaesive® embedded 

cord-lock system. The handwarmer pockets ride 

high, above harness line. Minimal hook-and-loop 

closures secure the cuffs, which are lined with poly-

urethane to further eliminate gaps and maintain 

a seal. The hem cord locks adjust easily with one 

hand. Imported. 

Built for the mountains

Galvanized 
Jacket & Pants

A L P I N E  S H E L L S

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-galvanized-pants-for-alpine-climbing/83157.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Men’s Galvanized Pants 
$279.00  I  83157  I  XS-XL 

Slim fit  I  394 g (13.9 oz)

Men’s Galvanized Jacket 
$349.00  I  83147  I  XS-XXL  

Slim fit  I  527 g (18.6 oz)

88% RECYCLED POLYESTER FACE FABRIC
in the Galvanized Jacket and Pants

Next: Twenty-eight days when the glide was 

effortless. Alex Yoder deep in Jackson Hole’s 

“best month ever.” Wyoming. OLI GAGNON

Stretchy, 3-layer H2No® Performance 

Standard recycled polyester/spandex 

fabric offers full mobility and excep-

tional waterproof protection

Optimal Visibility Hood works 

with any helmet and adjusts with a 

single-pull Cohaesive® embedded 

cord-lock system

women’s available online

women’s available online

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-galvanized-jacket-for-alpine-climbing/83147.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide








The 
Recycled
House

I felt that building a smaller home with local, natural and 
recycled resources would be a wonderful way for me to re-
main more connected and grounded. While recovering from 
breaking my neck in 2010, I enrolled in a cob house-building 
course (cob houses are built with lumps of earth mixed with 
sand, straw and water) with Mudgirls. The cob-making pro-
cess doesn’t require any building experience; cob is so mal-
leable, and it allows you to really personalize a space to your 
own taste. I used abandoned sidewalk concrete pieces to 
build the foundation—loaded them up in exchange for some 
beer at the local quarry, broke them into smaller pieces 
with a sledgehammer and stacked them 6 feet high in some 
places to form a solid foundation. Ucluelet, British Columbia, 
didn’t recycle glass in 2010, so I asked my friends to keep all 
their glass jars with lids. I collected a full year’s worth of jars 
and filled them up with anything nonrecyclable that would 
end up in the trash—plastic films, Styrofoam, plastic bags, 
dirty chip bags, old toothbrushes, foam pieces—and that’s 
what my walls are filled with, which saved me from making 
more cob. My entire roof insulation is made of foam boards 
that came from another building. All the windows and doors 
were either used or defective products; I got several light 
fixtures as antiques from old Vancouver buildings that were 
torn down. The bathtub is also a used vintage clawfoot. The 
stains, the chips in the enamel, the trash in the walls—it all 
just adds to the magic of my home. 

Marie-France Roy
SNOWBOARDER

Marie-France Roy in her 400-square-foot cob 
house near Ucluelet, British Columbia. Not pic-
tured are the Marie-built chicken coop, green-
house, sauna and bathroom, which is separate 
from the main house and boasts a rusty old 
tub next to a big window that makes it feel like 
bathing in a West Coast rainforest mist.  
GRAEME OWSIANSKI
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Women’s Untracked Pants 
$499.00  I  29912  I  XS-XL

Regular fit  I  581 g (20.5 oz)

men’s available online

With the same much-loved benefi ts as their pre-

decessors—they’re still soft and supple, tough and 

durable—we decided to drop in and add stretch to 

the face fabric of our Untracked Jacket and Pants. 

We also focused on simplifying the silhouette even 

more—fewer darts, fewer seams. It took two years 

to develop exactly what we wanted: a 3-layer 92% 

recycled nylon GORE-TEX face fabric treated with 

a DWR (durable water repellent) fi nish, which stops 

moisture and wet snow, keeping the outer fabric 

from becoming saturated and increasing durability. 

This is the only 3-layer recycled  GORE-TEX fabric 

we use, and it’s the warmest 3-layer snow garment 

we make. The jacket’s low-profi le powder skirt seals 

in your heat (plus a webbing loop attaches to any 

Patagonia Snow pants). Both the jacket and pants 

are perfect for cold-weather layering with a super-

soft brushed lining that slides seamlessly over base-

layers. The pants have a noticeably articulated fi t 

and fl exed pattern at the knees, making them eas-

ier to move in, and feature burly scuff guards. Both 

have ample pocketing and an embedded RECCO® 

 avalanche rescue refl ector. Imported.

Stretching their potential

Untracked 
Jacket & 
Pants

SNOW SHELLS

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-untracked-ski-snowboard-pants/29912.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-untracked-ski-snowboard-jacket/29878.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Women’s Untracked Jacket 
$649.00  I  29878  I  XS-XL

Regular fit  I  655 g (23.1 oz)

men’s available online

The Untracked’s nylon shell fabric is 92% 

recycled. We start the process of devel-

oping recycled fabrics for our garments 

by fi rst looking at the fi bers (nylon, 

polyester, cotton, etc.) used most so 

the change makes the biggest impact. 

That’s why we focused on fi nding a recy-

cled nylon alternative for our Untracked 

fabric. The remaining 8 percent of the 

Untracked fabric—the spandex—is what 

gives it stretch. We’re working on post-

consumer recycled spandex options, 

but until there’s a demand from other 

garment makers, there’s a lack in supply. 

Until supply increases, we’ll focus on 

converting fi bers used the most in 

fabrics, like nylon, to recycled.

THE BIN

92% RECYCLED NYLON FACE FABRIC
in the Untracked Jacket and Pants

Women’s Untracked Jacket 
$649.00  I  29878  I  XS-XL

Regular fit  I  655 g (23.1 oz)

men’s available online

The Untracked’s nylon shell fabric is 92% 

recycled. We start the process of devel-

oping recycled fabrics for our garments 

by fi rst looking at the fi bers (nylon, 

polyester, cotton, etc.) used most so 

the change makes the biggest impact. 

That’s why we focused on fi nding a recy-

cled nylon alternative for our Untracked 

fabric. The remaining 8 percent of the 

Untracked fabric—the spandex—is what 

gives it stretch. We’re working on post-

consumer recycled spandex options, 

but until there’s a demand from other 

garment makers, there’s a lack in supply. 

Until supply increases, we’ll focus on 

converting fi bers used the most in 

fabrics, like nylon, to recycled.

THE BINTHE BIN

92% RECYCLED 92% RECYCLED NYLON FACE FABRICNYLON FACE FABRIC
in the Untracked Jacket and Pants

92% RECYCLED 92% RECYCLED 
in the Untracked Jacket and Pants

Soft, moisture-managing lining 

increases warmth and feels good 

on the skin

Pit zips allow a cooling airflow for 

sweaty days

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-untracked-ski-snowboard-jacket/29878.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Men’s SnowDrifter Jacket

$399.00  I  30065  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit  I  587 g (20.7 oz)

Men’s SnowDrifter Bibs

$349.00  I  30075  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit  I  584 g (20.6 oz)

Men’s Nano-Air® Hoody

$299.00  I  84366  I  XS-XXL  I  Slim fit  I  346 g (12.2 oz)

Men’s Capilene® Air Hoody 

$149.00  I  36495  I  XS-XXL  I  Slim fit  I  196 g (6.9 oz)

Men’s Capilene® Air Bottoms 

$129.00  I  36555  I  XS-XXL  I  Slim fit  I  167 g (5.9 oz)

The Snowdrifter Jacket and Bibs have 70% recycled polyester shells 
and a 63% recycled nylon soft-shell upper in the bibs

Start your layering with the Capilene® Air Hoody and Bottoms 

to wick moisture, resist odor and dry skin-track sweat in a 

fl ash. When it’s cold enough for a midlayer, the Nano-Air®

Hoody was made to be worn for start-and-stop line- searching 

missions, so you’re never slowed down by changing lay-

ers. Both the SnowDrifter Jacket and Bibs provide H2No®

Performance Standard protection in a 3-layer, 70% recycled 

lightweight stretch shell fabric, which means you’ll be able 

to run around to every summit, col or couloir you desire, in 

a full spectrum of conditions, and do multiple laps. The full -

coverage bibs have a drop-seat confi guration with two-way 

slider side zips for venting and convenient relief, and the 

suspenders detach in the front for quick and easy entry. Boot 

gaiters seal out snow; tough scuff guards protect the inside 

of the legs and bottom hem. The jacket features a helmet -

compatible, two-way -adjustable fi xed hood with a laminated 

visor for optimal visibility in bad conditions. Pit zips quickly 

release heat, and adjustable, low-profi le cuffs secure over or 

under gloves. Both feature a concealed RECCO® refl ector. 

Up at Dawn, 
Out till Dusk

64% RECYCLED CONTENT
in this entire kit*

Layer up—in recycled materials 

* By total material weight

SNOW KIT

all styles imported
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https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-snowdrifter-ski-snowboard-jacket/30065.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-snowdrifter-ski-snowboard-bibs/30075.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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A DDITION A L KIT PRODUC TS

Full-coverage, lightweight, recycled 
and breathable bibs

During two seasons of development with at 
least 10 prototypes, our design team asked 
themselves: How can we make bibs that 
have the powder protection of full-coverage 
bibs, but are also lightweight and breathable 
enough for high-output backcountry touring? 
What steps are needed to develop a 3-layer 
stretch fabric that’s recycled and meets our 
performance standards? How high should 
the upper bib go? What should fi t in the 
upper-front pocket? Everyone needed the 
bibs to thrive on long days setting skin 
tracks. One person on the team wanted 
a “burrito pocket,” so you could easily 
pack dawn-patrol breakfasts. And the bibs 
needed to utilize recycled materials. After an 
additional six weeks in the fi eld to perfect 
them, including multiple days spent eyeball-
deep in Japanese powder, the SnowDrifters 
were landed: They’re full-coverage bibs, 
with a highly breathable, soft-shell upper 
fabric (sans burrito pocket) that’s 63% 
recycled. They’re stretchy and light. They’re 
backcountry-ready. 

Layered with Men’s Nano-Air® Hoody and 

Men’s Capilene® Air Hoody

BETTER BIBS—
THE SNOWDRIFTER

Capilene® Air Gaiter

$49.00  I  22350  I  43 g (1.5 oz)

SnowDrifter Pack 30L 

$169.00  I  48197  I  S/M, L/XL  I  1,190 g (2 lb 10 oz)

Desert Sky Beanie

$45.00  I  33415  I  82 g (2.9 oz)

Suspenders 
detach in the 

front for quick 
and easy entry

Zippered chest 
pocket with 
inside loop 

to secure 
valuables

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-capilene-air-hoody/36495.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-nano-air-hoody/84366.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-nano-air-hoody/84366.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/capilene-air-gaiter/22350.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/desert-sky-beanie/33415.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/snowdrifter-ski-touring-pack-30-liters/48197.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-snowdrifter-ski-snowboard-bibs/30075.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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The solution for colder conditions—particularly those 

days when you can’t quite stay warm. The Macro Puff 

is great as in-the-pack alpine or ski mountaineering 

insulation, or as a general cold-weather piece when 

there’s a high likelihood of getting wet, be it from 

meltwater or shifting weather. Revolutionary high-

loft PlumaFill insulation (the same insulation used in 

the Micro Puff) replicates the structure of down in 

a continuous synthetic insulation material, offering 

exceptional warmth with the packability of down 

and the warm-when-wet performance of synthetic 

insulation. The ultralight, recycled nylon ripstop 

shell is windproof and treated with a DWR (dura-

ble water repellent) fi nish to shed water. A quilted 

construction stabilizes the insulation and allows the 

PlumaFill to stay lofted with minimal stitching. The 

alpine-helmet-compatible, single-point adjustable 

hood, longer length and a dual-adjust cord-lock 

system at the hem seal out the elements. Imported.

Kind of like a double- 
stuffed Micro Puff 

Macro Puff™ 

Jacket & 
Hoody

Men’s Macro Puff™ Hoody 

$399.00  I  80110  I  XS-XXL

Regular fit  I  434 g (15.3 oz)

women’s available online

Previous: Runway with a view. Colin Haley starts 

the descent off Cerro Fitz Roy after a blitz up the 

Afanassieff route. Patagonia. AUSTIN SIADAK

Macro Puff™™

MIDLAYER

Women’s Macro Puff™ Jacket   

$349.00  I  80105  I  XXS-XL

Regular fit  I  315 g (11.1 oz)

men’s available online

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-macro-puff-jacket/80105.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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100% RECYCLED NYLON SHELL AND LINING
in the Macro Puff™ Jacket and Hoody

NYLON SHELL AND LININGNYLON SHELL AND LINING
in the Macro Puff™ Jacket and Hoody

100% RECYCLED100% RECYCLED
in the Macro Puff

Ultralight recycled nylon ripstop 

shell is water-resistant and wind-

proof, and treated with a DWR 

(durable water repellent) finish

Innovative quilting construction 

complements the insulation by 

stabilizing and maximizing the 

loft of the PlumaFill strands with 

minimal stitching

THE BIN

It’s particularly challenging to convert 

lightweight materials from virgin to 

recycled. At these ultrafi ne weights, any 

impurities lead to weaknesses that cause 

products to fail. As a result, anytime we 

convert a lightweight product, we have 

to revisit the entire process from the 

sourcing at the chemical compound 

level to the manufacturing.

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-macro-puff-hoody/80110.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Women’s Nano Puff® Vest 

$149.00  I  84247  I  XXS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  207 g (7.3 oz)

Women’s Nano Puff® Bivy Pullover 

$219.00  I  84196  I  XXS-XL  I  Regular fit  I  312 g (11 oz)

Men’s Nano Puff® Jacket 

$199.00  I  84212  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  337 g (11.9 oz)

Men’s Nano Puff® Hoody  

$249.00  I  84222  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  363 g (12.8 oz)

Designed for chilly rock routes, the Nano Puff is 

windproof, water-resistant and heat- trapping. 

The 100% recycled polyester shell sheds mois-

ture and fi ts easily in your layering system, while 

the low-bulk, hydrophobic, highly compress-

ible 60-gram PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation Eco 

warms with remarkable effi ciency, even when 

wet. Iconic brick-like baffling (horizontal on 

side panels) keeps insulation in place; women’s 

styles have narrower horizontal quilting at the 

sides for shaping. All Nano Puffs have a soft, 

wicking interior storm fl ap and a zipper garage 

for comfort. Elasticized cuffs (armholes on vest) 

and an adjustable drawcord hem seal out wind 

and hoard heat. The zippered chest pocket (torso 

pocket on pullover) doubles as a stuffsack and 

has a carabiner clip-in loop. Fair Trade Certifi ed™ 

sewn. Imported.

For the sun/shade line 
on pitch 13 

Nano Puff® 
Styles

Recycled Materials 100% recycled polyester shell, 
100% recycled polyester lining, 55% postconsumer 
recycled polyester insulation 

The ent i re  Nano Puf f  l ine  has

82% RECYCLED CONTENT*82% RECYCLED CONTENT82% RECYCLED CONTENT82% RECYCLED CONTENT82% RECYCLED CONTENT**

FPO

* By total material weight

MIDLAYER
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see the full Nano Puff collection online

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-nano-puff-vest/84247.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-nano-puff-bivy-pullover/84196.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


r e cy c l e d  i n  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  t h e  N a n o  P u f f  l i n e
12 MILLION PLASTIC BOTTLES

THE BIN

Nano Puff was one of the fi rst product 

families in the technical outdoor line 

that we were able to convert to recycled 

materials. The PrimaLoft® Gold Insulation 

Eco used in our Nano Puff line was our 

fi rst recycled (and PrimaLoft’s highest- 

performance) insulation. It’s made from 

55% postconsumer recycled content, 

and is water-repellent, highly compress-

ible and maintains 98% of warmth, even 

when wet. 

31

when wet. 
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https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-nano-puff-jacket/84212.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-nano-puff-bivy-pullover/84196.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-nano-puff-jacket/84212.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-nano-puff-hoody/84222.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Women’s Down Sweater Vest 

$179.00  I  84628  I  XXS-XXL  

Regular fit  I  221 g (7.8 oz)

Women’s Down Sweater Hoody 

$279.00  I  84711  I  XXS-XL 

Regular fit  I  371 g (13.1 oz)

Men’s Down Sweater 

$229.00  I  84674  I  XS-XXL  

Regular fit  I  371 g (13.1 oz)

The Down Sweater is lightweight and windproof 

with a 100% recycled polyester ripstop shell and 

800-fi ll-power Advanced Global Traceable Down 

(goose down certifi ed by NSF International from 

parent farm to apparel factory to help ensure the 

birds that supply it are not force-fed or live- plucked), 

stabilized with quilted-through construction. A 

drawcord hem tightens from inside the handwarmer 

pockets, and an interior chest pocket doubles as a 

zippered stuffsack and has a carabiner clip-in loop. 

Nylon-bound elastic cuffs (armholes in vest) seal in 

heat, and the DWR (durable water repellent) fi nish 

sheds moisture. Imported.

The right amount of 
warmth for just about 
everything 

Down Sweater, 
Vest & Hoody

Recycled Materials 100% recycled 
polyester shell and lining  

Next: Colin Haley nears the top during his 

Afanassieff route speed record (10 hours, 

40 minutes). Patagonia. AUSTIN SIADAK
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MIDLAYER

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-down-sweater-vest/84628.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-down-sweater-hoody/84711.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Sweat, body oil and dirt can limit 

your shell’s performance, so machine 

wash your shell regularly on the 

normal setting (not delicate) in cold 

water, with mild liquid detergent and 

without fabric softener. Follow by 

machine drying on low heat to restore 

the water-beading performance of 

the DWR fi nish.

THE BIN

Sweat, body oil and dirt can limit 

your shell’s performance, so machine 

wash your shell regularly on the 

normal setting (not delicate) in cold 

water, with mild liquid detergent and 

without fabric softener. Follow by 

machine drying on low heat to restore 

the water-beading performance of 

the DWR fi nish.
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https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-down-sweater-jacket/84674.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-down-sweater-hoody/84711.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-down-sweater-hoody/84711.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide






Men’s Capilene® Midweight Zip-Neck 

$69.00  I  44447  I  XS-XXL  I  Slim fit  I  204 g (7.2 oz)

Women’s Capilene® Midweight Crew 

$59.00  I  44437  I  XXS-XXL  I  Slim fit  I  153 g (5.4 oz)

A versatile baselayer designed to be warm and 

breathable. Wear it alone or under layers to stay 

dry and comfortable during high-exertion activi-

ties in cool-to-cold weather. Capilene® Midweight 

has a smooth face for easy layering, a brushed-

grid pattern on the back that aids in wicking as 

well as trapping warmth, and hollow-core yarns 

for breathability. Features include internal neck 

tape for chafe-free comfort, full underarm gussets 

for unhindered shoulder mobility, elastic thumb 

loops to cover your wrists, fl atlock seams to min-

imize chafi ng, raglan shoulder seams and offset 

side seams that lie smoothly beneath pack straps, 

and a drop tail for additional coverage. Fair Trade 

Certifi ed™ sewn. Imported.

Comfort, breathability and 
warmth in cold conditions

Capilene® 
Midweight

100% RECYCLED POLYESTER
in Capilene® Midweight

Brushed grid on the 
back of fabric aids in 
wicking as well as 
trapping warmth
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https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-capilene-midweight-crew/44437.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Underarm gussets 
for unhindered 
shoulder mobility
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https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-capilene-midweight-zip-neck/44447.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-capilene-midweight-crew/44437.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Our Capilene® baselayers are the foundation of 

your cold-weather, out-all-day kit so that your 

variations in comfort have more to do with the 

exposure than whether or not you’re warm 

enough while you’re out there. Imported.

Start here, layer up

Capilene® 
Baselayers

We started making recycled polyester 

from plastic soda bottles in 1993. Today, 

we still use recycled soda bottles, but 

we’re also sourcing materials from unus-

able manufacturing waste and worn-out 

garments, including our own.

THE BIN

A versatile baselayer for cold conditions, with a brushed-

grid interior and hollow-core yarns for comfort in cold 

but not quite frigid weather. Fair Trade Certifi ed™ sewn.

CLASSIC AND QUICK-DRYING FOR MOST 
CONDITIONS AND ACTIVITIES

Recycled Materials  100% recycled polyester 

Women’s Capilene® Midweight Zip-Neck 

$69.00  I  44457  I  XXS-XL  I  Slim fit  I  170 g (6 oz)  I  men’s available online

Capilene® Midweight

BASELAYER

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-capilene-midweight-zip-neck/44457.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Women’s Capilene® Thermal Weight Crew 

$89.00  I  43650  I  XXS-XL  I  Slim fit  I  122 g (4.3 oz)  I  men’s available online

A warm, breathable polyester baselayer for cold conditions, 

with minimal bulk and HeiQ® Fresh durable odor control. Fair 

Trade Certifi ed™ sewn.

With its innovative, seamless, 3-D knit structure, our Capilene® Air 

Hoody offers amazing warmth and comfort range. An airy blend of 

51% merino wool and 49% recycled polyester wicks moisture, resists 

odor and dries in a fl ash.

Women’s Capilene® Air Hoody 

$149.00  I  36505  I  XXS-XL  I  Slim fit  I  164 g (5.8 oz)  I  men’s available online

LOFTED FOR ADDITIONAL 
WARMTH AND COMFORT

MERINO BLEND WITH MAXIMUM 
WARMTH AND BREATHABILITY

Recycled Materials  30%–92% recycled polyester Recycled Materials  49% recycled polyester 

Capilene® Thermal Weight Capilene® Air

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-capilene-thermal-weight-crew/43650.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-capilene-air-hoody/36505.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Women’s Capilene® Cool Lightweight Shirt 

$45.00  I  45765  I  XS-XL  I  Slim fit  I  60 g (2.1 oz)

Men’s Long-Sleeved Capilene® Cool Lightweight Shirt 

$55.00  I  45690  I  XS-XXL  I  Slim fit  I  94 g (3.3 oz)

A technical, lightweight performance knit designed to wick 

moisture, dry fast and keep you cool on high-output days in 

hot conditions. Fair Trade Certifi ed™ sewn.

OUR LIGHTEST-WEIGHT 
PERFORMANCE KNIT DRIES FAST

Recycled Materials  37%–100% recycled polyester  

Capilene® Cool Lightweight

40

The ent i re  Capi lene ® Cool  l ine  has

75% RECYCLED CONTENT*

Our multifunctional next-to-skin Capilene® 

Cool tech tees wick moisture away from your 

skin, breathe effi ciently and dry fast to provide 

a foundation of comfort and temperature 

regulation in hot conditions. Imported.

Comfort is Relative™ 

Capilene® 
Cool 
Tech Tees

The reason some of our Capilene® shirts 

have different percentages of recycled 

content basically comes down to the fact 

that our heathers are made with a poly-

ester that isn’t yet available in  recycled 

content. The virgin polyester, called cat-

ionic, yarns are used to give the heather 

effect. Some mills are experimenting 

with recycled cationic yarns, but they are 

very expensive since the supply is low.

THE BIN

* By total material weight

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-capilene-cool-lightweight-shirt/45765.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-long-sleeved-capilene-cool-lightweight-shirt/45690.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Men’s Capilene® Cool Daily Hoody

$55.00  I  45310  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  179 g (6.3 oz)

Men’s Capilene® Cool Daily Graphic Shirt

$45.00  I  45235  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  128 g (4.5 oz)

A versatile performance knit that works everywhere from the 

trails to the water, with 50+ UPF sun protection. Stretchy and 

quick-drying for everyday comfort. Fair Trade Certifi ed™ sewn.

Women’s Long-Sleeved Capilene® Cool Daily Graphic Shirt 

$55.00  I  45205  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit  I  136 g (4.8 oz)

A VERSATILE PERFORMANCE KNIT 
WITH 50+ UPF SUN PROTECTION

Recycled Materials  50%–100% recycled polyester 

Capilene® Cool Daily

BASELAYER
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https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-long-sleeved-capilene-cool-daily-graphic-shirt/45205.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-capilene-cool-daily-graphic-shirt/45235.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-capilene-cool-daily-hoody/45310.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Patagonia is no stranger to the difficulty 

of throwing stuff away. We take back 100 

percent of the gear you return for recycling 

through our Worn Wear program. In 2018 we 

recycled 6,797 pounds of products. But we 

can’t recycle or repair everything you send us. 

Some of it was just too well-loved during use 

(you’re totally using it right—keep at it). Oth-

er products smell too bad to be repurposed 

(thank you, dirtbags, for keeping the spirit—

and bacteria—alive). If we can’t find a market 

or if there isn’t yet a technology to repurpose 

this gear, we have to choose between send-

ing it to a landfill, sending it to the incinerator 

or holding on to it until we find a better solu-

tion. Since we chose the latter, our stockpile 

is taking up a room in our Reno warehouse. A 

lot of room, actually. 

      Our own pile of unusable clothes could 

very well be a metaphor for the ocean of trash 

we’re drowning ourselves in as a global com-

munity. In 2015, in the United States alone, we 

generated 262 million tons of municipal sol-

id waste (MSW). That’s the equivalent of 17.5 

million conventional school buses packed at 

full capacity with passengers. Only 91 million 

tons, or 34.7 percent, of that was recycled and 

composted. The rest ended up in landfills and 

combustion energy recovery, a dirty process 

that turns waste into heat, electricity or fuel. 

And in the past year, we’ve seen how China’s 

ban on importing most recyclables has re-

vealed the blue bin as magical thinking. 

Typically, everything that you put into 

your blue bin gets collected and sent to a 

Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) where it 

gets sorted, compacted, shredded or melted, 

then turned into bales heading for domestic 

or foreign mills. Unless there’s a nearby mill 

that’s willing to accept your MRF’s recyclable 

materials, it’s heading somewhere else. Un-

til recently, one of those “somewhere else” 

Recycling IS BROKEN. NOW WHAT?

Give us your dirty and your torn. Not all gear you send us for repairs or recycling can get a second life. The ones that are 

too dirty or destroyed are being piled up in our distribution center in Reno, Nevada. And that pile is growing. KEN ETZEL
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places was 7,000 miles away in China. But in 

January 2018, China stopped importing 24 

kinds of solid wastes, including postconsum-

er plastics, unsorted wastepaper and waste 

textile materials. India followed suit, and in 

March 2019, completely banned solid plastic 

waste and scrap imports.

The bans had an immediate seismic ef-

fect: Western countries started stockpiling 

recycled waste, diverting it to landfills and 

incinerators, or shipping it to countries in 

southeast Asia, like Malaysia, Thailand and 

Vietnam, as well as Turkey and South Korea. 

The increase in incineration of “recycled” 

stuff added to last year’s record-high hu-

man-caused carbon emissions. Animals and 

birds ranging from ravens and gulls to ba-

boons and bears have all noticed, too, draw-

ing closer and closer to cities to dig through 

our growing pile of trash. 

Fixing the problem

There’s a hidden footprint to every product 

that is being made, bought and then thrown 

away. According to the World Resources In-

stitute, for every can of garbage at the curb, 

there are 87 cans’ worth of materials that 

come from the extraction industries—such as 

timber, agriculture, mining and petroleum—

that turn natural resources into finished 

products.

Annie Leonard, Greenpeace USA ex-

ecutive director and creator of The Story of 

Stuff, an award-winning documentary about 

our consumption-crazed culture, believes we 

need to think beyond recycling. 

“That’s not to say we shouldn’t recycle,” 

says Leonard. “But we can no longer look at 

it as the fix-all.

“Recycling is what we do when we’re out 

of options to avoid, repair or reuse the prod-

uct first,” says Leonard. “First, reduce: Don’t 

buy what you don’t need. Then, repair: Fix 

stuff that still has life in it. Also, reuse and 

share. Then, only when you’ve exhausted 

those options, recycle.”

Some people and cities are living that 

ethos by going zero waste. The city of San 

Francisco is striving to become zero waste by 

2030 through programs like the mandatory 

composting collection and a zero-waste textile 

initiative that turns used clothes into toys, in-

sulation and carpeting. But living a zero-waste 

life can be more difficult than it should be. And 

not for the reasons you might think. 

Take an everyday product we’re all famil-

iar with: toothpaste. In 2018, one company 

alone sold 80.7 million tubes of toothpaste 

in the United States, according to Statista . 

But these toothpaste tubes (like similar 

squeeze tubes) are made up of at least three 

different materials—such as plastic, paper-

board, aluminum or another metal—that are 

hard to separate. The result? They can’t be 

recycled through your basic municipal recy-

cling systems.

If you don’t want your toothpaste tube 

to end up in a landfill, you could check 

Earth911.com to find a recycling solution in 

your area. Or you could start making your 

own toothpaste with help from zero-waste 

communities online. Or you could question 

where all the goods and services you use 

come from and make better choices. 

Monica Wilson, associate director at 

GAIA (Global Alliance for Incinerator Alter-

natives), thinks we should be demanding 

more from our favorite brands. “If a product 

is designed to be used over and over, that’s 

what will happen. If it’s designed to be used, 

thrown away, trashed and then burned, then 

that’s the fate it will have,” she says.

Wilson is not alone in her thinking. Ze-

ro-waste designers believe product design 

should be inspired by nature, where materials 

are recycled in a circular loop. But so much 

of what is being made today is built to be 

used and then thrown away. In 2016, the av-

erage person bought 60 percent more items 

of clothing and kept them for about half as 

long as 15 years prior, according to a study 

by McKinsey.

“Designers need to think about what 

happens to a product at the end of its life,” 

Wilson says. “Companies are saying they 

are investing millions of dollars in recycling. 

Wouldn’t it be better if they designed their 

products better?”

So far this year, none of the gear you sent 

back to Patagonia for fixing or recycling end-

ed up in the recycling bin. And that’s a good 

thing. We repaired, upcycled, used toward 

DIY-repair education workshops, donated 

or resold on Worn Wear all your previously 

loved gear. And still, that’s not enough. Just 

take a tour of our Reno warehouse.

To considerably shrink our stockpile of 

unusable gear in Reno, we are also investing 

in solutions that close the loop in the gar-

ment industry supply chain. The toughest 

nut to crack is the process of mechanically or 

chemically recycling products made of mixed 

fabrics (like a cotton and spandex T-shirt) into 

materials that can be given a second life. Our 

goal is to use only recycled and renewable 

ones (any natural material that can be grown 

or harvested on an annual basis, like wool or 

organic cotton) in our products by 2025. 

Should we continue to recycle? Wilson 

says we definitely have to keep at it, but there 

are other things we need to do, too:  “More 

people need to get involved in demanding 

better systems and asking more from brands.”

We have to choose between sending it to a landfill,  
sending it to the incinerator or holding on to it until we find 

a better solution. Since we chose the latter, our stockpile  
is taking up a room in our Reno warehouse.
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1.    REFUSE. Turn down 
what you don’t need. 

2. Ditch plastic bags for 
canvas totes. 

3. Buy in bulk and skip the 
packaging. 

4.   Wrap food in beeswax  
paper. 

5. BYO reusable bottle. 

6.   Say no to disposable 
utensils. 

7.    Borrow books from the 
library. 

8.    REPAIR. If it’s broke, 
fix it. 

9.  REUSE. Join swap 
groups in your area. 

10.  RECYCLE ANYTHING 
ON EARTH911.COM. 
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Competitive
Advantage

One of the things that was most shocking to me when 
I took over organizing the Scout Mountain Ultra was 
the amount of waste that we were creating. In a single 
weekend we were filling a large dumpster with trash 
from the race. It was significant enough that I wanted 
to reduce our impact, so we started by going cupless. 
We offered a reusable cup (HydraPak® SpeedCup™) 
for runners and took all the plastic cups out of the 
race. We went down to a small trailer of trash after 
the first year. The next step was to make an effort to 
sort trash for composting, recycling or sending to 
the landfill. We were able to feed my friends’ pigs for 
three weeks with the compostables from the first year 
we did this. It also took our trash down to 11 garbage 
bags. That’s significant considering our race hosts 
300 runners and is 36 hours long. The initiative was 
all about changing peoples’ mindsets. Initially some 
runners were pissed off, and we lost a few people 
because we didn’t have cups at our aid stations. But 
we held our ground. Another challenge was getting 
the aid station captains to buy into the idea. We found 
a solution for this by bringing in a competition aspect. 
We started a challenge among our aid stations to see 
who could produce the least amount of trash, and 
they took it seriously. Now people come up to me and 
ask how we can get even better. At the end of the day 
my efforts may not save the planet, but if we all do 
small acts like this I think it could change the world.

Luke Nelson
ULTRARUNNER

Lactic burns are worth the views. Luke Nelson 
on a standard training run in the northern San 
Juans, Colorado. FREDRIK MARMSATER 
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TRAIL

Quick-drying, high-perform ing and sup-

ple , these joggers are made from a 100% 

recycled polyester stretch ripstop woven 

fabric and compress to fi t in a back pocket. 

The fi t is slim, with a stretch-knit waistband 

and cuffs, articulated knees designed for 

movement, a drawcord waist adjustment, 

and three pockets (two front side-entry and 

one back-right zippered). With a refl ective 

logo and DWR (durable water repellent) 

fi nish. Fair Trade Certifi ed™ sewn.

$79.00  I  24540  I  XS-XXL

Slim fit  I  170 g (6 oz)

Men’s Terrebonne Joggers

Stretchy, comfortable and lightweight 

performance pants for cool-weather runs. 

Made from quick-drying recycled polyes-

ter/spandex knit fabric that stretches and 

manages moisture, with HeiQ® Fresh dura-

ble odor control. The low-profi le waistband 

has an elastic drawcord that ties on the 

outside and adjusts for comfort. Other 

details include two low-bulk zippered 

front pockets and a vented faux fl y for 

breathability. Fair Trade Certifi ed™ sewn.

$99.00  I  24800  I  XS-XL

Slim fit  I  252 g (8.9 oz)

Men’s Trail Pacer Joggers

From the lunch run 
to the long run

Trail Running 
Bottoms

The Terrebonne Joggers have 100% recycled polyester body, 
91% recycled polyester waistband and cuffs 

The Trail Pacer Joggers have 43% recycled polyester all styles imported

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-terrebonne-joggers/24540.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-trail-pacer-running-joggers/24800.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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On frosty mornings, our Peak Mission 

Tights keep you warm without causing 

you to burst into a sweat. The blend of re-

cycled nylon and polyester is soft against 

the skin, wicks and breathes. A microterry 

back adds warmth. The waistband is fl at 

for comfort; a drawcord holds them up 

snug. A gusseted construction in the seat 

offers enhanced mobility. Details include 

a refl ective logo for added visibility and a 

zippered center- back pocket for valuables. 

Fair Trade Certifi ed™ sewn.

$119.00  I  23990  I  XS-XL

Formfitting I  213 g (7.5 oz)

men’s available online

Women’s Peak Mission Tights

The Endless Run Tights are perfect for 

days when the weather just barely starts to 

cool. Made with quick-drying 79% recycled 

polyester/21% spandex fabric for extend-

ed trail runs, these mid-rise running tights 

have a wide waistband that secures on the 

inside with a breathable, fl at-elastic draw-

cord for a comfortable, fl attering fi t. Mesh 

at sides of lower legs and backs of knees 

offers additional breathability. With a semi-

secure center-back pocket on waistband 

and  refl ective logo on left hip. 

$99.00  I  24810  I  XXS-XL

Formfitting  I  177 g (6.3 oz)

Women’s Endless Run Tights

The Peak Mission Tights have 68% recycled nylon The Endless Run Tights have 79% recycled polyester

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-peak-mission-running-tights/23990.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-endless-run-tights/24810.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide






Good trails should be 
reridden; good materials 
should be reused

women’s available online

Men’s Short-Sleeved Merino Bike Jersey 

$89.00  I  23925  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  142 g (5 oz)

Too much goes into building a good trail to aban-

don it after one ride; similarly, too much goes into 

making good plastic to throw it away after only one 

use. That’s why our entire line of MTB jerseys is built 

with recycled and/or natural materials, without sac-

rifi cing a vertical foot of performance. Each garment 

is tailored for a bike-specifi c, chafe-free fi t, including 

contoured seams, longer back hems and printed, 

itch-free neck tags, while soft, stretchy and breath-

able materials like merino wool and Capilene® 

Midweight fabric stay warm and dry quickly, what-

ever the conditions. A good ride is always better the 

second lap—why not your jersey? Imported.

Mountain 
Bike Jerseys
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MOUNTAIN BIKE

Three pockets at 

lower back carry 

tools, snacks and 

other ride essentials

men’s available online

Women’s Capilene® Midweight Bike Jersey 

$79.00  I  23915  I  XS-XL  I  Slim fit  I  193 g (6.8 oz)

reridden; good materials 

142 g (5 oz)

Too much goes into building a good trail to aban-

don it after one ride; similarly, too much goes into 

making good plastic to throw it away after only one 

use. That’s why our entire line of MTB jerseys is built 

with recycled and/or natural materials, without sac-

rifi cing a vertical foot of performance. Each garment 

is tailored for a bike-specifi c, chafe-free fi t, including 

contoured seams, longer back hems and printed, 

itch-free neck tags, while soft, stretchy and breath-

able materials like merino wool and Capilene®

Midweight fabric stay warm and dry quickly, what-

ever the conditions. A good ride is always better the 

second lap—why not your jersey? Imported.

Mountain 
Bike Jerseys

Three pockets at Three pockets at 

carry 

tools, snacks and 

other ride essentials

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-capilene-midweight-bike-jersey/23915.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Men’s Short-Sleeved Merino Bike Jersey 
has 35% recycled polyester jersey fabric 
blended with merino wool

Women’s Capilene® Midweight Bike 
Jersey has 100% recycled polyester 
double-knit midweight Capilene® fabric

Previous: Summer sunrises in Swedish 

Lapland start painfully early, as the sun 

only sets for a few hours. But if you can 

handle the 2:30 a.m. wake up, the reward 

is a warm, low light unique to such north-

ern latitudes. Janne Tjärnström, Micke 

af Ekenstam and Carston Oliver take a 

morning pedal near Låktatjåkko Mountain 

Lodge. MATTIAS FREDRIKSSON

Next: Birch Malotky tests the friction on 

the last pitch of Camber on Cathedral 

Ledge. Old rusty pitons provide some 

of the only protection on the route. New 

Hampshire. BRENT DOSCHER
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Soft, stretchy 

and breathable 

merino wool

Men’s Short-Sleeved Merino Bike Jersey 
35% recycled polyester jersey fabric 35% recycled polyester jersey fabric 

blended with merino woolblended with merino wool

Women’s Capilene® Midweight Bike 
Jersey has 100% recycled polyester 100% recycled polyester 
double-knit midweight Capilenedouble-knit midweight Capilene®® fabric fabric

Previous: Summer sunrises in Swedish 

Lapland start painfully early, as the sun 

only sets for a few hours. But if you can 

handle the 2:30 a.m. wake up, the reward 

is a warm, low light unique to such north-

ern latitudes. Janne Tjärnström, Micke 

af Ekenstam and Carston Oliver take a 

morning pedal near Låktatjåkko Mountain 

Lodge. MATTIAS FREDRIKSSON

Birch Malotky tests the friction on 

the last pitch of Camber on Cathedral 

Ledge. Old rusty pitons provide some 

of the only protection on the route. New 

Hampshire. BRENT DOSCHER

Soft, stretchy Soft, stretchy 

and breathable and breathable 

merino wool

Men’s Short-Sleeved Merino Bike Jersey 
has 35% recycled polyester jersey fabric 35% recycled polyester jersey fabric 
blended with merino woolblended with merino wool

Women’s Capilene
Jersey has 
double-knit midweight Capilenedouble-knit midweight Capilene

Previous:
Lapland start painfully early, as the sun 

only sets for a few hours. But if you can 

handle the 2:30 a.m. wake up, the reward 

is a warm, low light unique to such north-

ern latitudes. Janne Tjärnström, Micke 

af Ekenstam and Carston Oliver take a 

morning pedal near Låktatjåkko Mountain 

Lodge.

Next: Birch Malotky tests the friction on 

the last pitch of Camber on Cathedral 

Ledge. Old rusty pitons provide some 

of the only protection on the route. New 

Hampshire.

Soft, stretchy Soft, stretchy 

and breathable and breathable 

merino wool

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-short-sleeved-merino-bike-jersey/23925.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-capilene-midweight-bike-jersey/23915.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Women’s R1® Pullover 
$129.00  I  40119  I  XXS-XXL  I  Slim fit  I  275 g (9.7 oz)

Women’s RPS Rock Pants 
$89.00  I  83076  I  0-22/even  I  Regular fit  I  238 g (8.4 oz)

Women’s Houdini® Jacket 
$99.00  I  24147  I  XS-XXL  I  Slim fit  I  96 g (3.4 oz)

Recycling probably isn’t the fi rst thing you think 

of when getting dressed. Other considerations 

likely supersede the less immediate benefi ts 

of recycling, such as, How does it fi t? Does it 

stretch? Will it hold up to abrasion? Will I need 

an extra layer to go with it? Each piece in this kit 

has a technical fi t so it’s close to your body and 

out of the way. They’re also built for  mobility  

and stand up to rock. As for an extra layer—that 

depends on your exertion level and if you’ll 

be stopping a lot. Meanwhile, if every piece of 

clothing you wore climbing were made with 

recycled materials, that’s a lot of difference to 

make with a single outfi t.

Women’s
Climb Kit
What if your entire 
climbing kit was made 
with recycled materials? 

* By total material weight

84% RECYCLED CONTENT
in this entire kit*

ROCK CLIMB

all styles imported

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-rps-rock-climbing-pants/83076.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-r1-regulator-fleece-pullover/40119.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Women’s Cross Beta Sports Bra 
$45.00  I  32090  I  XS-XL  I  Formfitting  I  74 g (2.6 oz)

shown stuffed into chest pocket

Featherweight, wind-blocking 100% 
recycled nylon ripstop jacket

Run, ride, climb—the Houdini® Jacket is up for 

anything. It encourages improvisation with its 

weather- resistant 100% recycled nylon ripstop 

fabric, which blocks wind and withstands abrasion. 

The slim fi t accommodates a baselayer or a light 

midlayer; the hood cinches with a single pull and 

won’t pinch your ears; cording, toggles and cuffs 

are all trim and lightweight. Half- elastic seals the 

cuffs, and a drawcord tightens the hem. The jacket 

packs snugly into its own small, vertically zippered 

chest pocket, which has a reinforced clip-in loop 

for attaching to your hydration -pack straps. Fair 

Trade Certifi ed™ sewn. 

UP FOR ANYTHING—
THE HOUDINI

The Houdini® Jacket has 100% recycled nylon 

Women’s Fleur Tank
$49.00  I  54933  I  XS-XL  I  Slim fit  I  94 g (3.3 oz)

for attaching to your hydration -pack straps. Fair 

Trade Certifi ed™ sewn.

Weather-resistant 
100% recycled 

nylon ripstop 
fabric blocks wind 

and withstands 
abrasion

Layered with  
Women’s R1® 

Pullover

A DDITION A L KIT PRODUC TS

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-houdini-windbreaker-jacket/24147.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-cross-beta-sports-bra/32090.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-fleur-tank-top/54933.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-houdini-windbreaker-jacket/24147.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-r1-regulator-fleece-pullover/40119.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Black Hole® Pack 25L  $129.00  I  49297  I  650 g (1 lb 6.9 oz)

Black Hole® Pack 25L  Burly daypack with just the right 

amount of space to haul your daily essentials; protects your 

gear from year after year of rough handling.  

14 PLASTIC 
BOTTLES
used in the 
creation of this bag

Recycled Black Hole® Bags
with confi dence in what you carry. 

Brett Lotz and Nate Greenberg absquatulating the roadless Hornstrandir 

peninsula wilderness after a rainy week of sea kayaking to ski lines; a dryish 

moment during an otherwise soggy sojourn. Westfjords, Iceland. KEN ETZEL

all styles imported

https://www.patagonia.com/product/black-hole-pack-25-liters/49297.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Black Hole® Duffel 55L  $139.00  I  49342  I  1,165 g (2 lb 9.1 oz) Black Hole® Duffel 100L  $179.00  I  49352  I  1,640 g (3 lb 9.9 oz)Black Hole® Duffel 55L  $139.00 49342 1,165 g (2 lb 9.1 oz)

Black Hole® Duffel 55L  Midsized duffel organizes your 

gear and has enough space for a fun-hog weekend or a 

well-organized extended trip.

Black Hole® Duffel 100L  Largest Black Hole® duffel; 

lives for rugged, extended and gear-intensive travel.

33 PLASTIC 
BOTTLES
used in the 
creation of this bag 52 PLASTIC 

BOTTLES
used in the 
creation of this bag

2-in-1: a tough-as-nails gear hauler and a bag that reduces 
the amount of waste being thrown into landfi lls. 

https://www.patagonia.com/product/black-hole-duffel-bag-55-liters/49342.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/black-hole-duffel-bag-100-liters/49352.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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The Extended 
Black Hole® 
Family
Available online at 
patagonia.com

Black Hole® Wheeled Duffel 70L 
Bomber midsized duffel has a large 

opening to its main compartment; 

reinforced haul handles and a stout 

wheelset make for smooth, comfort-

able travel.

Black Hole® Mini MLC®

Three carrying options: backpack with 

ergonomic shoulder straps that tuck neatly 

into a zippered compartment; shoulder 

bag with comfortable shoulder strap; 

briefcase with two carry handles. Meets 

strict carry-on requirements.

$169.00  I  49265  I  1,200 g (2 lb 10.3 oz) $329.00  I  49381  I  3,550 g (7 lb 13.2 oz)

Our midsized Black Hole® duffel is 

highly weather-resistant, stubbornly 

tough and protects your gear from 

travel and rough handling. The main 

compartment opens via a zippered 

U-shaped lid, which has a pair of zip-

closing mesh pockets on the underside 

for easily lost items like earbuds and a 

phone charger. A zippered exterior 

pocket holds all the stuff you need 

to access quickly. The padded bot-

tom panel adds structure and helps 

cushion the load when your duffel 

gets the baggage-handler treatment. 

Carrying options include padded, 

removable shoulder straps, webbing 

handles with a snap closure and haul 

loops at either end that facilitate link-

ing multiple bags. Four daisy chains 

let you lash additional gear to the out-

side. Made with a burly 100% recycled 

polyester outer fabric and lining, and 

100% recycled nylon webbing—all of 

which matched or improved the dura-

bility and abrasion and tear strength 

of these gear haulers. Outer fabric 

and lining have a DWR (durable water 

repellent) fi nish. Imported.

Recycled Black 
Hole® Bags
Our go-to duffel—the Black Hole® 55L

This season’s Black Hole® collection 
used 10 million discarded plastic 
bottles to build the 100% recycled 
main fabric, lining and webbing of 
these durable travel companions. 

Black Hole® Duffel 55L  $139.00  I  49342  I  1,165 g (2 lb 9.1 oz)

The entire Black Hole® collection has 100% recycled body fabric, lining and webbing

all styles imported

Zippered U-shaped lid 

has a pair of zip-closing 

mesh pockets on the 

underside for easily 

lost items

Padded, removable 

shoulder straps

https://www.patagonia.com/product/black-hole-duffel-bag-55-liters/49342.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Black Hole® Gear Tote
Burly oversized tote with a durable, 

reinforced double haul handle swal-

lows all your gear; large opening 

to main compartment, zippered 

external side pocket and reinforced 

daisy chains for lashing. 

Black Hole® Cube - Large
Superburly gear cube features 

a simple zip-opening design, 

an exterior daisy chain that 

lets you lash it to the outside 

of bags and a large, glove-

friendly  grab handle. 

Black Hole® Pack 32L
Midsize workhorse pack has an easy-access 

main zippered compartment with interior 

zippered mesh pockets, a TSA-approved 

padded laptop pocket, large front and top 

stash pockets and an air-mesh back panel for 

comfort and increased ventilation. 

$149.00  I  49301  I  810 g (1 lb 12.6 oz)$99.00  I  49275  I  800 g (1 lb 12.2 oz) $49.00  I  49371  I  250 g (8.8 oz)

Padded bottom panel 

adds structure and 

helps cushion the load

https://www.patagonia.com/product/black-hole-duffel-bag-55-liters/49342.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide




Boat Life

On a boat, all your resources are precious, so I’ve 
learned to make use of things I would’ve thrown 
away before. When something breaks and I don’t 
have the exact part I need, I dig into my box of odds 
and ends to reuse an old bike tube for a gasket, 
fashion a mount out of scrap metal, or rebuild a part 
that most people would just toss out and replace. 
 I like the challenge of getting creative with 
what I have—old sails become shade tarps, old wet-
suits become chafe guards, old hoses get new roles 
in the water catchment system or as rope protection. 
Straps from old backpacks are repurposed, clothing 
sewn, broken flip-flops repaired. Even plastic I find 
floating in the lagoons can often be repurposed as 
a dinghy bailer or storage container. I keep every-
thing else that can be recycled aboard Swell until I 
find a place where recycling is available. 
 This lifestyle has helped me develop a true 
 appreciation for the resources that sustain me, and 
since there’s often nowhere to dispose of trash, it 
makes me think hard about anything I buy—will it 
last, and is it something I really need? 

Liz Clark
SURFER

Limited in space, unlimited in possibility. For 
Liz Clark, living on a 40-foot sailboat has been 
an exercise in freedom—with tasks like solder-
ing Swell’s wonky fridge serving as a constant 
reminder that hard work and creative thinking 
can help get more use out of the resources at 
hand. BALI STRICKLAND
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SURF

All our swimsuits 
and boardshorts are 
made with recycled 
fabric blends 

Swimsuits & 
Boardshorts

The best boardshorts are defi ned by the details—

and recycled content is defi nitely one of them. But 

how they feel and work in the water is just as im-

portant, so these three Hydro Series designs all fea-

ture performance fi ts, dynamic four-way stretch and 

fused waistbands that stay snug to the hips through 

a full range of motion. And another notable detail? 

Like all our women’s swimsuits, they’re Fair Trade 

Certifi ed™ sewn.

Fair Trade is only a small part of the bigger shift 

our planet needs, but every choice makes a dif-

ference. Besides, we get to use our own recycled 

gear to swim, dive and ride waves, which restokes 

us on the beauty of our oceans—and reminds us why 

they’re so worth working to protect. Imported.

Women’s Glassy Dawn One-Piece Swimsuit 

$129.00  I  77295  I  XS-XL  I  Formfitting  I  156 g (5.5 oz)

Women’s Bottom Turn Top 

$65.00  I  77198  I  XS-XL  I  Formfitting  I  68 g (2.4 oz)

Women’s Sunamee Bottoms 

$55.00  I  72157  I  XXS-XL  I  Formfitting  I  68 g (2.4 oz)

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-bottom-turn-racerback-bikini-top/77198.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-sunamee-bikini-bottoms/72157.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-stretch-planing-boardshorts-19-inch/86612.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-sunamee-bikini-bottoms/72157.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-bottom-turn-racerback-bikini-top/77198.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Men’s Stretch Planing Boardshorts - 19"

$79.00  I  86612  I  28-40/even + 29, 31, 33, 35  

Slim fit  I  119 g (4.2 oz)

Men’s Stretch Hydroflow Boardshorts - 19"

$119.00  I  86570  I  28-40/even + 29, 31, 33, 35  

Slim fit  I  125 g (4.4 oz)

Men’s Stretch Hydropeak Boardshorts - 18"

$59.00  I  86695  I  28-40/even + 29, 31, 33, 35 

Slim fit  I  130 g (4.6 oz)
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https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-bottom-turn-racerback-bikini-top/77198.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-sunamee-bikini-bottoms/72157.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-glassy-dawn-one-piece-swimsuit/77295.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-glassy-dawn-one-piece-swimsuit/77295.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-stretch-hydroflow-boardshorts-19-inch/86570.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-stretch-hydropeak-boardshorts-18-inch/86695.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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16°_ 18° C

60°_ 65° F

18°_ 23° C

65°_ 75° F
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SURF

It’s often assumed that you can get a thing that’s 

better for the environment—or you can get a thing 

that works better. You can go for the electric car that 

can’t tow a trailer, or the oversized 4x4 that can do 

almost anything. The brightly colored, superfoamy 

dish soap, or the biodegradable, ocean-friendly one 

that smells like seaweed and doesn’t make suds. 

Through the years, however, we’ve learned that 

maximum performance and minimum harm can, in 

fact, go hand in hand. Our newest generation of 

Yulex® wetsuits are at the forefront of that design 

philosophy. By replacing conventional, nonrenew-

able neoprene with renewable natural rubber* from 

hevea trees, we’ve reduced CO2 emissions by up to 

almost 80% in the wetsuit-manufacturing process. 

And they’re also lighter and 20% stretchier.

Light, warm, ultrastretchy and made in a Fair 

Trade Certifi ed™ facility, these suits are setting an 

entirely new standard for the surf industry—and 

we’ve been happy to hear that they’re changing 

some minds, too. Imported. 

*Made from 85% Yulex® natural rubber blended with 
15% synthetic rubber by polymer content

You don’t have to choose 
between performance 
and the planet 

Yulex® 
Wetsuits

All weights of wetsuits
contain 85% Yulex® natural 
rubber/15% synthetic 
rubber by polymer content.

The Lineup

R1®:  3 / 2.5 MM
Recycled Polyester Content

Face: 85%; arms/legs (lining): 

100%; torso/thighs (lining): 51%

R1® LITE:  2 MM
Recycled Polyester Content

Face: 88%; lining: 100%
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13°_ 16° C

55°_ 60° F

9°_ 13° C

48°_ 55° F 38°_ 48° F

3°_ 9° C 0°_ 3°C

32° _ 38° F
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There’s no effective way to recycle neo-
prene, which is one of the reasons we’ve 
put so much effort into replacing it with 
natural rubber. But there are other materi-
als in a wetsuit, too—the rubber foam 
that keeps you warm needs to be lined 
with fabric for comfort and durability. 
So to further reduce our environmental 
impact, we incorporate as much recycled 
content as possible into the linings. The 
exteriors are 85% recycled polyester/ 
15% spandex, while the high-stretch 
interiors of the arms and legs are 100% 
recycled polyester. Through the torso, our 
warmer suits have a thermal grid material 
made from 95% polyester (51% recycled) 
blended with 5% spandex for stretch.   

THE BIN

We also incorporated a few other 

changes, like a lower-profile seam tape 

that’s smoother against the skin and 

water-based AquaA™ glue. And since 

it’s almost always better to conserve a 

resource instead of having to recycle 

it, we switched to a solution-dyeing 

process for the linings. By directly 

infusing the fibers with color instead 

of soaking them in a dye bath, we save 

26 gallons of water per suit compared to 

conventional dyeing processes.

WETSUIT DETAILS

R2®:  3.5 / 3 MM 
Recycled Polyester Content

Face: 85%; arms/legs (lining):  

100%; torso/thighs (lining): 51%

R3®:  4.5 / 3.5 MM
Recycled Polyester Content

Face: 85%; arms/legs (lining):  

100%; torso/thighs (lining): 51%

R4®:  5.5 / 4 MM
Recycled Polyester Content

Face: 85%; arms/legs (lining):  

100%; torso/thighs (lining): 51%

R5®:  6.5 / 5 MM
Recycled Polyester Content

Face: 85%; arms/legs (lining):  

100%; torso/thighs (lining): 51%
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$349.00  I  81888  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit  I  530 g (18.7 oz)

men’s available online

Women’s River Salt Jacket

A purposeful, athletic wading jacket engineered with intuitive, 

angler-forward features, the River Salt is fundamental gear 

for female anglers who wade into the surliest conditions. The 

4-layer, wader-fabric shell is 55% recycled and has passed 

our rigorous H2No® Performance Standard for durability, 

waterproofness and breathability. 

$249.00  I  81766  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit  I  524 g (18.5 oz)  I  shown with River Salt Jacket

men’s available online

Women’s Tough Puff Hoody 

With a stretchy, female-specifi c fi t, our Women’s Tough 

Puff Hoody delivers smart, fi sh-fi rst features and excels 

at the essentials: warmth, breathability and freedom of 

movement. Whether you’re wearing it as an outer layer 

or under a wading jacket, the Tough Puff is designed to 

keep you casting all day. 

Catch. Release. 
Recycle. Reuse. 

Fish Shells

In 1936, conservationist and angler Lee Wulf f 

announced that a gamefi sh was “too valuable to be 

caught only once.” The idea made too much sense 

to be ignored and from that moment, the notion of 

catch and release underscored the conservationist 

spirit among fl y anglers. That commitment is as vital 

today as it was more than 80 years ago, and at Pata-

gonia, we believe that fl y fi shing and conservation are 

inexorably linked. That’s why we’re building some of 

our toughest fi shing gear—like our Women’s River Salt 

Jacket and our game-changing Middle Fork Packable 

Waders—using recycled face fabrics. We haven’t made 

this commitment because it’s trendy or fashionable or 

cheap, but because these materials are dependably 

durable, breathable and water-repellent—and they 

work. When it comes to making fl y fi shing gear, we 

never skimp. When it comes to protecting our home 

planet, we are all in. 

Previous: The cure for cold feet. Emily Gribble 

warms her toes next to a thermal hot spring on 

Yellowstone’s Firehole River. JOHN JURACEK

Rugged, 4-layer 

waterproof/breathable 

H2No® Performance 

Standard fabric (55% 

recycled) for the most 

challenging conditions

Rugged, 4-layer Rugged, 4-layer 

waterproof/breathable waterproof/breathable 

 Performance  Performance 

StandardStandard fabricfabric (55% 

recycled) for the most 

challenging conditions

FISH

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-river-salt-fly-fishing-jacket/81888.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-tough-puff-hoody-for-fly-fishing/81766.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


THE BIN

When we designed our Middle Fork Packable 
Waders, we wanted to create the lightest, most 
durable and most packable waders available. 
We also wanted an alternative to toxic and 
energy -intensive materials, such as Tefl on™, 
often used in waders construction. To execute 
this vision, we started from the ground up, de-
signing and building new waders   face fabrics 
that were lighter, offered better mobility and 
met our industry-leading H2No® Performance 
Standard for waterproofness and durability. 

The results are the 3- and 4-layer face fab-
rics used in our Packable Waders. The upper 
body of the Middle Forks is constructed out of 
a densely woven, 3-layer, 100% recycled nylon 
face that’s incredibly light yet waterproof, 
breathable and puncture resistant. Down 
below, the seat and legs are constructed out of 
our 4-layer wader material. Tested in some of 
the world’s most extreme conditions, this fabric 
is engineered using a 70% recycled polyester 
microfi ber face along with two membrane lay-
ers and a DWR (durable water repellent) fi nish. 
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$349.00  I  82330  I  S-XL  I  Regular fit  I  740 g (26.1 oz)

Middle Fork Packable Waders  

Designed for backpackers, hot weather and ex-

ploring, our versatile, minimalist Middle Forks are 

the most technically advanced waders we’ve ever 

made. River-tested and built for the wild, the durable 

Packables roll up into their own grande burrito-sized 

stuffsack and weigh in at just 26 ounces.

Waders roll into their 

own compact 8" x 13" 

stuffsack and weigh in 

at just 26 ounces

THE BINTHE BIN

When we designed our Middle Fork Packable 
Waders, we wanted to create the lightest, most 
durable and most packable waders available. 
We also wanted an alternative to toxic and 
energy -intensive materials, such as Tefl on
often used in waders construction. To execute 
this vision, we started from the ground up, de-
signing and building new waders   face fabrics 
that were lighter, offered better mobility and 
met our industry-leading H
Standard for waterproofness and durability. 

The results are the 3- and 4-layer face fab-
rics used in our Packable Waders. The upper 
body of the Middle Forks is constructed out of 
a densely woven, 3-layer, 100% recycled nylon 
face that’s incredibly light yet waterproof, 
breathable and puncture resistant. Down 
below, the seat and legs are constructed out of 
our 4-layer wader material. Tested in some of 
the world’s most extreme conditions, this fabric 
is engineered using a 70% recycled polyester 
microfi ber face along with two membrane lay-
ers and a DWR (durable water repellent) fi nish. 

Middle Fork Packable Waders Middle Fork Packable Waders 

Designed for backpackers, hot weather and ex-Designed for backpackers, hot weather and ex-

ploring, our versatile, minimalist Middle Forks are ploring, our versatile, minimalist Middle Forks are 

the most technically advanced waders we’ve ever the most technically advanced waders we’ve ever 

made. River-tested and built for the wild, the durable made. River-tested and built for the wild, the durable 

Packables roll up into their own grande burrito-sized Packables roll up into their own grande burrito-sized 

stuffsack and weigh in at just 26 ounces.stuffsack and weigh in at just 26 ounces.

Waders roll into their Waders roll into their 

own compact 8" x 13" own compact 8" x 13" own compact 8" x 13" own compact 8" x 13" own compact 8" x 13" own compact 8" x 13" 

stuffsackstuffsack and weigh in  and weigh in  and weigh in stuffsackstuffsack and weigh in stuffsackstuffsack

Middle Fork Packable Waders Middle Fork Packable Waders 

Designed for backpackers, hot weather and ex-

ploring, our versatile, minimalist Middle Forks are 

the most technically advanced waders we’ve ever the most technically advanced waders we’ve ever 

Waterproof pocket

provides protection for 

camera or cell phone

Seamless wader 

booties

Waterproof pocketWaterproof pocketWaterproof pocketWaterproof pocket

provides protection for 

camera or cell phone

all styles imported

https://www.patagonia.com/product/middle-fork-packable-waders-regular/82330.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-river-salt-fly-fishing-jacket/81888.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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FISH

When everything comes together, fl y fi shing can be re-

markably intuitive—water, fi sh, fl ies and not much else. 

Those moments of magical simplicity are one reason we 

only build the gear we believe is essential. We engineer 

it to perform. We design it to last. We build it to help you 

spend more time getting up close and personal with a 

fi sh or two. Our fi shing midlayers are made to move ath-

letically, shrug off weather tantrums and keep you warm, 

dry and casting. Sturdy, fi sh-forward features—handy tool 

docs, oversize pockets and durable fi nishes that shed 

water—are easy to access when you need them and won’t 

get in the way when you don’t.

Clean getaways

Fish
Midlayers 

THE BIN

Our new Early Rise fi shing shirt is constructed from 

recycled PET (polyethylene terephthalate) soda 

bottles, unusable manufacturing waste and worn-

out garments. Using recycled polyester lessens 

our dependence on petroleum as a source of raw 

materials. It also removes these bottles and other 

polyester products from the waste stream where 

they’d either end up in the landfi ll or the incin-

erator. In the United States alone, approximately 

1.5 billion pounds of used polyester bottles and 

containers are collected each year for recycling, 

making it the most recycled plastic in the country. 

That’s good news for the planet and a perfect 

fi t for anglers looking for a Fair Trade Certifi ed™ 

sewn fi shing shirt that dries quickly and functions 

perfectly as a midlayer or outer layer.

Men’s Long-Sleeved R1® Fitz Roy 1/4-Zip 

We began making recycled polyester from 

plastic soda bottles in 1993. Our R1® 1/4-Zip 

is created from stretchy, moisture-wicking 

Polartec® Power Grid® 93% recycled polyester/ 

7% spandex fl eece for one good reason—it 

works. A time-tested, do-it-all workhorse, the 

R1 is built for layering while also overachieving 

as a solo piece with its reinforced shoulders, 

forearms and hem, as well as a DWR (durable 

water repellent) fi nish.

$169.00  I  52721  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  936 g (33 oz)

all styles imported

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-long-sleeved-r1-fitz-roy-quarter-zip-fleece/52721.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-tough-puff-shirt-for-fly-fishing/52730.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Men’s Tough Puff Hoody

A no-excuses essential that insulates, breathes 

and moves easily when the fi shing gets tough 

and the mercury takes a dive, the Tough Puff 

Hoody features a 100% recycled lining, breath-

able stretch insulation and an outer shell with 

a DWR (durable water repellent) fi nish. Details 

include two large, zip-closure fl y-box pockets, 

two handwarmer pockets and tool-attachment 

points. Excels under a wading jacket when 

weather goes from bad to worse.

$249.00  I  81761  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  624 g (22 oz)

Men’s Long-Sleeved Early Rise Snap Shirt

Made from 100% recycled polyester Micro D®

microfl eece and Fair Trade Certifi ed™ sewn, 

the Early Rise looks snappy and does double 

duty as a technical piece of outerwear. With 

two fl y-box pockets, an internal security 

pocket and tool-attachment loops, the Early 

Rise answers the call as a go-to fi shing shirt 

or as part of a layering system when there’s a 

chill on the water.

$129.00  I  52225  I  XS-3XL  I  Relaxed fit  I  346 g (12.2 oz)

Men’s Tough Puff Shirt

The breathability of a baselayer and the easy 

movement and ruggedness of an outer layer 

make the Tough Puff Shirt a distinctively reli-

able fi shing pal. Built with our lightest-weight, 

best-wicking 100% recycled polyester 

Capilene® lining and a stretchy insulation that 

won’t hold water and stays warm when wet, 

the versatile Tough Puff boasts an abrasion- 

resistant shell and a moisture-shedding DWR 

(durable water repellent) fi nish. 

$199.00  I  52730  I  XS-XXL  I  Relaxed fit  I  527 g (18.6 oz)

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-tough-puff-hoody-for-fly-fishing/81761.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-tough-puff-shirt-for-fly-fishing/52730.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-long-sleeved-early-rise-snap-fishing-shirt/52225.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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The average American throws away 80 

pounds of used clothing every year. Much 

of what we put in the recycling bin also ends 

up in landfill (page 42). From fast fashion 

to water bottles—this disposable culture is 

contributing to climate change. 

To avoid all that, and have a more posi-

tive impact, we’ve focused on building more 

recycled fibers into our highest-volume 

sportswear styles. We now use recycled raw 

materials for six previously virgin ones that 

make up most of our line: polyester, cotton, 

nylon, down, wool and cashmere. By divert-

ing everything from old cashmere sweaters to 

down bedding to water bottles from landfills, 

we can repurpose this waste into something 

useful—something that will endure. 

Our performance and quality standards 

are some of the highest in the industry, 

which come from our obsession with mak-

ing gear that will perform when things get 

iffy—and last forever. “We build our rainwear 

to the same standard as our alpine and arc-

tic tundra gear, and we test it to perform in 

the most extreme environments. It’s more 

expensive and time-consuming, but it’s this 

testing in the field that sets us apart,” says 

Annika Washburn, Patagonia’s manager of 

quality insights and strategy. Beyond the 

baseline tests that other quality brands put 

their clothing through in a lab setting, we 

put every new product to work in the field. 

Every new item is tested at the same stan-

dard of quality by people we ask to try to 

destroy it. 

“In aeronautics, you use the mean time to 

failure to determine the life expectancy of 

a product. Whatever link breaks first, that is 

when your product is done,” says  Wash burn.   

“It’s kind of like MythBusters. After we test 

it in the field and find a problem, we do 

some detective work to re-create that issue 

in the lab, put it under a microscope and 

go all the way down to the fiber to solve 

it.” We submit our products to such rigor-

ous testing and dissection, Washburn adds, 

“because not only will we make something 

that lasts longer and can be passed down 

for generations to come, but that will also 

be worth repairing.”

“We know the world doesn’t really need 

more clothes,” says Helena Barbour, vice 

president, global sportswear. “But if we can 

make clothing with recycled materials that 

lasts a lifetime and is equal in quality to what 

we make with virgin materials, we can con-

tribute to solving the waste problem.”

We’ve taken what we’ve learned 
from making clothes that stand 
up to extreme conditions to help 
the rest of our line last longer 
under more normal ones

Hand -Me-Downs

After her first sledding face-plant, Rosie regroups for 

the next run. Mazama, Washington. MICHELE BIANCHI



Women’s Better Sweater® 1/4-Zip

$99.00  I  25618  I  XXS-XXL  I  Slim fit

Men’s Better Sweater® Rib Knit 1/4-Zip

$119.00  I  25300  I  XS-3XL  I  Regular fit

We made one of our best even better. Taking 

the body fabric of the Better Sweater from zero 

to 100% recycled polyester was no easy task. It 

took years to create a new material that achieved 

the same quality, identical hand feel and aes-

thetic—and we didn’t quit until it was impossible 

for our own product team to tell the difference. 

Our beloved Better Sweater is just as soft, warm 

and durable as it has been, with all the virtues 

of wool but none of the liabilities. In the process 

we were able to improve the yield with pattern 

refinements, which means we use more of the 

fabric and generate less waste. And we were 

able to dye them with a process that uses fewer 

dyestuffs and less energy and water compared 

to conventional dyeing methods. But when we 

found out that our supplier couldn’t find a viable 

recycled solution to the zipper teeth, we knew 

we had more work to do. Imported.

The only part of our Better 
Sweater that isn’t made 
from recycled materials? 
The zipper teeth.  
(We’re on it.) 

Better 
Sweater® 

Pullovers

recycled in  the  creat ion  of  the  Bet ter  Sweater  l ine
70 MILLION PLASTIC BOTTLES

L I F E S T Y L E
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more styles available online

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-better-sweater-quarter-zip-fleece/25618.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


The Bet ter  Sweater  has

100% RECYCLED CONTENT

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-better-sweater-rib-knit-quarter-zip-fleece/25300.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-better-sweater-quarter-zip-fleece/25618.htmlutm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-recycled-cashmere-turtleneck-sweater/50715.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-recycled-cashmere-crewneck-sweater/50525.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/recycled-cashmere-scarf/22195.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/recycled-cashmere-beanie/22285.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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more styles available online

Recycled Cashmere Scarf 

$99.00  I  22195

Women’s Recycled Cashmere Turtleneck 

$249.00  I  50715  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit

Men’s Recycled Cashmere Crewneck Sweater 

$199.00  I  50525  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit 

L I F E S T Y L E

Made with scraps collected from European garment 

factories—plus 5% virgin wool for strength—these 

cozy, durable sweaters and accessories have a much 

lower ecological impact than products made with 

virgin cashmere. They’re made from preconsumer 

cashmere waste that’s sorted, mechanically broken 

down and spun into new yarn. Cashmere was once 

a luxury fabric but now demand outpaces supply, 

which has led to overgrazing in Mongolia’s delicate 

grasslands. By using recycled cashmere, we lessen 

the demand for the virgin variety to bring you warm, 

durable clothing you’ll value for years. Imported.

Transforms excess into 
exquisite comfort

Recycled 
Cashmere

Recycled Cashmere Beanie 

$69.00  I  22285

https://www.patagonia.com/product/recycled-cashmere-beanie/22285.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/recycled-cashmere-scarf/22195.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-recycled-cashmere-crewneck-sweater/50525.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-recycled-cashmere-turtleneck-sweater/50715.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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Some sweats work harder than others. These soft 
yet durable favorites feature a blend of 95% recy-
cled natural and synthetic materials with 47.5% 
heavyweight recycled cotton/47.5% postcon-
sumer recycled polyester/5% spandex fleece 
fabric for cozy warmth.  

The 95% recycled Uprisal Hoody is a classic 
pullover hoody with a kangaroo-pouch pocket to 
warm cold hands. It was made using 14.9 plastic 
bottles and 0.82 pounds of cotton scrap, saving 
184 more gallons of water than a conventional 
cotton hoody. Original artwork is screen-printed 
using PVC- and phthalate-free inks.  

The 95% recycled Uprisal Crew Sweatshirt 
features classic crewneck pullover styling with a 
regular fit and just enough stretch. It was made 
with 10.8 plastic bottles and 0.6 pounds of cot-
ton scrap, saving 143 more gallons of water than 
a conventional cotton sweatshirt. Woven label 
logo features original Patagonia artwork. Fair 
Trade Certified™ sewn.

Men’s P-6 Logo Uprisal Hoody 

$79.00  I  39539  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit 

Men’s P-6 Label Uprisal Crew Sweatshirt 

$65.00  I  39543  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit

Made with recycled cotton 
and recycled polyester

Uprisal 
Sweatshirts

L I F E S T Y L E

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-p-6-logo-uprisal-hoody/39539.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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L I F E S T Y L E

Striving for a zero-waste apparel industry, we took 
two classic styles and modernized them by chang-
ing the fabric content. By blending recycled wool 
with polyester, nylon and recycled cotton, these 
everyday, all-around layers are a better choice 
when buying new. The Woolie Fleece is made from 
a progressive blend of recycled wool and recycled 
cotton fabric that’s cozy and resilient. The easy-to-
wear Woolyester Fleece partially replaces polyester 
(which is the industry standard for synthetic fleece 
fabric) with recycled wool for warmth and softness, 
reducing our reliance on petroleum-based fibers. 
These styles dry quickly, manage moisture and 
feel soft-to-the-touch to keep you warm and com-
fortable across a wide range of conditions. With 
heritage design lines from our traditional fleece 
patterns, combined with the future of recycled 
fabric blends, these functional fleece styles are an 
instant classic. They’re also Fair Trade Certified™ 
sewn, which means the people who made them 
earned a premium for their labor. Imported.

Blending the best of old 
and new worlds

Woolie & 
Woolyester

Women’s Woolyester Fleece Jacket 

$159.00  I  26945  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit  

Men’s Woolie Fleece Pullover 

$159.00  I  26906  I  XXS-XXL  I  Regular fit  

Women’s Woolyester Fleece Pullover 

$139.00  I  26950  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit  

more men’s and women’s styles available online

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-woolyester-fleece-jacket/26935.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide






Women’s Frozen Range 3-in-1 Parka 

$799.00  I  27980  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit

Men’s Frozen Range Parka 
$699.00  I  27975  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit

more men’s and women’s styles available online

100% recycled, warm, 
insulated jackets that 
do it all

Frozen 
Range 
Parkas

Previous: Painter and climber Emilie 

Lee making friends at a lobster market 

in the Lower East Side of New York City. 

FOREST WOODWARD

There are few things in life that will stay with you for-

ever. If you only buy one jacket in your lifetime, the 

Frozen Range is it. Made of 100% recycled fabrics 

inside and out, our most pinnacle jackets to date 

are also our warmest. You can’t turn off the cold and 

wet of winter, but inside these jackets, it feels like 

you’re living in balmier climes. Designed for tough, 

frigid winters, they’re built to keep you sheltered 

no matter what weather conditions come your way. 

The Women’s Frozen Range 3-in-1 Parka features 

a fully removable, hooded, down-insulated liner 

with 700-fi ll-power 100% Recycled Down (duck and 

goose down reclaimed from down products), and a 

shell made of soft and supple 100% recycled poly-

ester GORE-TEX 2-layer fabric to keep you dry and 

protected. The Men’s Frozen Range Parka is a warm, 

tailored, thigh-length jacket made of 100% recycled 

polyester GORE-TEX 2-layer fabric that’s windproof, 

waterproof and insulated with 700-fi ll-power 100% 

Recycled Down. Both are Fair Trade Certifi ed™ 

sewn, which means the people who made them 

earned a premium for their labor. Imported.
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LIFESTYLE OUTERWEAR 100% USE RECYCLED MATERIALS

100% FAIR TRADE
100% PERFORMANCE

CERTIFIED™ SEWN

E V E RY  WAT E R P R O O F  S H E L L  W E  M A K E

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-frozen-range-3-in-1-parka/27980.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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The ent i re  shel l  l ine  has

65% RECYCLED CONTENT*

* By total material weight

Adjustable, fully 

insulated snorkel hood 

for when it’s dumping

Weather-shedding 2-layer shell 

made from 100% recycled polyester 

plain-weave stretch GORE-TEX fabric  

https://www.patagonia.com/product/mens-frozen-range-parka/27975.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


A very warm, waterproof/breathable, thigh-

length jacket, the City Storm Parka provides 

warmth on even the coldest winter days. We 

make the H2No® Performance Standard shell 

from tough 2-layer 100% nylon (35% recycled) 

with a DWR (durable water repellent) fi nish for 

complete waterproof, windproof and breathable 

performance. Finely tuned for callous weather, it 

has a clean design and ultrawarm 700-fi ll-power 

100% Recycled Down insulation (duck and goose 

down reclaimed from down products).

$499.00  I  27895  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit

women’s available online

Men’s City Storm Parka

When conditions fl uctuate from a steady drizzle 

to uncomfortably cold, the H2No® Performance 

Standard Vosque 3-in-1 Parka is a master adapter. 

This 3-in-1 jacket has a tweed-like appearance and 

is made from a recycled nylon/polyester shell with 

a waterproof/breathable barrier, a DWR (durable 

water repellent) fi nish and a separate liner insulated 

with 100-g THERMOLITE® ECO92 100% polyester 

(92% recycled). Above-the-knee length.

 $449.00  I  28567  I  XS-XL  I  Slim fit  

Women’s Vosque 3-in-1 Parka

In those situations where you’re not sure what to 

expect, you’ll want to bring the ready-for-anything 

Tres 3-in-1 Parka. The durable 2-layer H2No® Per-

formance Standard 100% polyester (50% recycled) 

shell has a waterproof/breathable barrier that 

adds mountaineering-level storm protection. The 

100% recycled polyester inside lining wicks mois-

ture, dries quickly and glides smoothly over layers. 

Removable liner is insulated with 700-fi ll-power 

100% Recycled Down (duck and goose down 

reclaimed from down products).

$599.00  I  28388  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit

women’s available online

Men’s Tres 3-in-1 Parka

Waterproof 
Shells 
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Waterproof Waterproof 

all styles imported

https://www.patagonia.com/product/womens-vosque-3-in-1-parka/28567.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
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$249.00  I  27935  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit  

One of the softest and most supple down jackets we 

have ever made. Designed with comfort and warmth 

in mind to be the ultimate everyday, travel jacket. We 

combined a stretchy 100% polyester (70% recycled) 

shell with 100% Recycled Down (duck and goose 

down reclaimed from down products) insulation. 

Women’s Silent Down Jacket

$399.00  I  27960  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit

For those breezy days when you’d rather stay 

under your down comforter than face the cold, this 

midthigh-length parka is ready for the elements. With 

a contemporary silhouette made of soft and supple 

100% polyester (70% recycled) Silent Down fabric 

and 700-fi ll-power 100% Recycled Down (duck and 

goose down reclaimed from down products), it’s a fi rst 

choice for cold-weather missions.

Women’s Arctic Willow Parka

$299.00  I  27955  I  XS-XL  I  Regular fit

We took all the same features of our Women’s  Arctic 

Willow Parka and shortened it to hip length for a 

wear-every-day-it’s-a-bit-frigid new favorite jacket. 

Made of the same soft and supple 100% polyester 

(70% recycled) Silent Down fabric and insulated with 

700-fi ll-power 100% Recycled Down (duck and goose 

down reclaimed from down products), it’s just right to 

keep you warm and functional out in the cold. 

Women’s Arctic Willow Jacket

Really 
Soft, 
Really 
Warm

$249.00  I  27935  I  XS-XL  I  

One of the softest and most supple down jackets we 

have ever made. Designed with comfort and warmth 

in mind to be the ultimate everyday, travel jacket. We 

combined a stretchy 100% polyester (70% recycled) 

shell with 100% Recycled Down (duck and goose 

down reclaimed from down products) insulation. 

Women’s Silent Down Jacket

$399.00  I  27960  I  XS-XL  I  

For those breezy days when you’d rather stay 

under your down comforter than face the cold, this 

midthigh-length parka is ready for the elements. With 

a contemporary silhouette made of soft and supple 

100% polyester (70% recycled) Silent Down fabric 

and 700-fi ll-power 100% Recycled Down (duck and 

goose down reclaimed from down products), it’s a fi rst 

choice for cold-weather missions.

Women’s Arctic Willow Parka

$299.00  I  27955  I  XS-XL  I  

We took all the same features of our Women’s  Arctic 

Willow Parka and shortened it to hip length for a 

wear-every-day-it’s-a-bit-frigid new favorite jacket. 

Made of the same soft and supple 100% polyester 

(70% recycled) Silent Down fabric and insulated with 

700-fi ll-power 100% Recycled Down (duck and goose 

down reclaimed from down products), it’s just right to 

keep you warm and functional out in the cold. 

Women’s Arctic Willow Jacket

Really 
Soft, 
Really 
Warm

all styles imported
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THE BIN

We make tough gear 
look like child’s play

Kids’ 
Snow Kits

Sometimes the solution is hiding in plain sight. 

That was the case with Q253, the 100% recycled 

polyester lining in the jackets and pants shown 

here. Smooth and lightweight, Q253 allows 

these garments to slide easily over layers. We 

use Q253 in everything from waders to snow 

parkas, but we haven’t always done so. Although 

Q253 is made of 100% recycled polyester, that 

wasn’t enough to make it our go-to taffeta. A 

few years ago, our material innovations team 

identifi ed Q253 as a replacement for some of 

our nonrecycled fabrics. Because Q253 was 

tried, tested and already in use in some of our 

gear—as lining for sleeves, for example—we 

increased effi ciency and our use of recycled 

materials when we switched some nonrecycled 

fabrics to recycled Q253. The answer to our 

nonrecycled-fabric problem was—ahem—right 

up our sleeves.

To make long-lasting kids’ snow jackets and pants, 

we draft off our gear for adults and build them with 

hard-wearing, weather-resistant shell fabrics and 

waterproof construction. We use recycled mate-

rials where we can and when our performance 

standards will allow. Our kids’ clothes are repair-

able, so when the shredders shred, we can stitch, 

patch and fi x things up—and it’s all backed by our 

Ironclad Guarantee. But how can clothes keep up 

with growing kids? For an extra season or so of wear, 

kids’ snow styles have our grow-fi t feature, which 

adds 2 inches in length to sleeves and pant legs.  

Previous: Doggles—they’re a thing. Kit 

Roy takes a ride with her furry friends in 

Jackson Hole, Wyoming. DREW SMITH The Boys’ Snowshot Jacket and Pants have 47% recycled polyester shells

Boys’ Snowshot Jacket and Pants

Our premium ski/boarding kit is waterproof and warm—

but not bulky—for long days on the slopes. The durable 

shell fabric meets our rigorous H2No® Performance 

Standard for waterproof/breathable protection and 

is made of 100% polyester (47% recycled). Inner cuffs 

with thumb holes and a full powder skirt keep out snow. 

Insulation is warm-even-when-wet 150-g (80-g in pants) 

Thermogreen® polyester (92% recycled).
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KIDS’

all styles imported

https://www.patagonia.com/product/boys-snowshot-ski-snowboard-jacket/68480.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


The Girls’ Pine Grove Jacket has a 100% recycled polyester shell The Girls’ Snowbelle Pants have a 47% recycled polyester shell

Girls’ Snowbelle Pants 

$139.00  I  68495  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  499 g (17.6 oz)

Boys’ Snowshot Pants 

$139.00  I  68490  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  499 g (17.6 oz)

Our most versatile snow kit combines the insulated 

Pine Grove Jacket and the waterproof/breathable 

Snowbelle Pants. The Pine Grove Jacket is made of 

100% recycled polyester and is our Jack Frost-of-all-

trades winter coat, working both for every day and 

ski/boarding—its powder skirt snaps out of the way 

as needed. Jacket and pants insulated with warm-

even-when-wet 200-g (80-g in pants) Thermogreen® 

polyester (92% recycled).

Girls’ Pine Grove Jacket 

$159.00  I  68590  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  590 g (20.8 oz)

Girls’ Pine Grove Jacket and Snowbelle Pants

Boys’ Snowshot Jacket 

$199.00  I  68480  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit  I  734 g (25.9 oz)

Kids’  outerwear  has

92% RECYCLED INSULATION
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Well-made kids’ clothes 
beg to be handed down

Kids’
Outerwear

$99.00  I  68050  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit $249.00  I  68030  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit

boys’ available online 

Versatility and maximum protection from wet and cold all in one, our 

H2No® Performance Standard 3-in-1 parka combines a waterproof 

shell with an insulated zip-out jacket. For weather protection, the 100% 

recycled polyester shell has a fl eece-lined hood, an external storm fl ap, 

and handwarmer pockets. The 100% recycled polyester zip-out jacket 

is insulated with 600-fi ll-power Recycled Down (duck and goose down 

reclaimed from down products).

Girls’ Tres 3-in-1 Parka 

For cold-weather options: an insulated jacket with a water-resistant 

side that reverses to cozy fl eece. The 100% recycled polyester shell 

is quilted to keep 100-g THERMOLITE® ECO92 100% polyester (92% 

recycled) insulation in place. For a different look, reverse it to the fl eece 

side, which is made of 100% polyester (35% recycled). Cozy, tricot-lined 

handwarmer pockets (shell side) and on-seam handwarmer pockets 

(fl eece side) keep hands toasty. 

Girls’ Reversible Snow Flower Jacket 

The Girls’ Reversible Snow Flower Jacket has a 100% recycled polyester shell The Girls’ Tres 3-in-1 Parka has a 100% recycled polyester shell and zip-out jacket
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https://www.patagonia.com/product/girls-reversible-snow-flower-jacket/68050.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide
https://www.patagonia.com/product/girls-tres-3-in-1-parka/68030.html?utm_source=ISSUU&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=AUG19%20Gear%20Guide


Hand-me-downs are some of the best kind of recycling around 

because reusing and buying less saves resources and energy. Our 

warm, hard-wearing kids’ jackets and parkas—with hand-me-down 

labels inside—use tough fabrics and sturdy construction to stand up 

to what kids dish out, plus they have wear to spare when they’ve 

been outgrown. Since all our kids’ outerwear styles are made with 

recycled materials, think how those raw-materials savings compound 

when you pass them along to new owners. Keep fi nding young ones, 

siblings, cousins, neighbors and favorite friends to share outgrown 

gear with, and we’ll keep making long-lasting clothes with classic, 

enduring styling—and recycled materials. 

All kids’ styles have a hand-me-down label inside.

THE BIN

$169.00  I  68035  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit 

girls’ available online 

$119.00  I  68045  I  XS-XXL  I  Regular fit 

For changeable weather, this hooded jacket has a water-resistant 100% 

recycled nylon shell and THERMOLITE® polyester (92% recycled) insu-

lation (100-g in body, 80-g in sleeves) that stays warm even when wet. 

For extra warmth, the hood and upper torso are also lined with 100% 

polyester (35% recycled) fl eece. To resist drafts, there’s a wind fl ap that 

secures at the bottom with a snap. Two tricot-lined pockets warm cold 

hands. Fair Trade Certifi ed™ sewn. 

Boys’ Insulated Isthmus Jacket

In rainy, cold, blustery weather, our 4-in-1 comes through: The waterproof 

H2No® Performance Standard shell and reversible zip-out jacket can be 

worn together or separately. The hooded shell has warm front pockets 

and adjustable cuff closures to keep drafts out. The water-resistant zip-out 

jacket (100% recycled polyester with 60-g THERMOLITE® ECO92 poly-

ester (92% recycled) insulation in the sleeves) reverses to a fl eece side 

(torso only) made of 70% recycled polyester. Fair Trade Certifi ed™ sewn.

Boys’ 4-in-1 Everyday Jacket 

The Boys’ Insulated Isthmus Jacket has a 100% recycled nylon shell The Boys’ 4-in-1 Everyday Jacket has a 50% recycled polyester shell
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Baby Retro-X® Vest 

$69.00  I  61035  I  6M-5T  I  Regular fit

Baby Retro-X® Jacket 

$79.00  I  61025  I  6M-5T  I  Regular fit

Windproof, warm 
and recycled

Baby 
Retro-X® 
Vest & 
Jacket

Our Retro-X® fl eece is known for its recognizable 

half-inch pile, which is cozy, warm and makes 

babies look like bear cubs. It’s less well known that 

the Retro-X is also windproof. The vest and jacket 

are lined with a lightweight, recycled polyester 

fabric that’s woven so tightly it blocks blustery 

weather—there’s also an internal wind fl ap behind  

the center-front zipper for extra protection. Babies 

like the Retro-X because it’s soft and the tapered 

collar doesn’t bother their chins. We’re fond of the 

Retro-X because it reminds us of our heritage 

fl eece styles with its fuzzy texture and nylon chest 

pocket. Imported. 

Recycled Materials 75% recycled polyester fl eece, 
100% recycled polyester lining
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This season 59% of the clothing we 
make for babies, boys and girls is 
crafted from recycled materials. We fully 
expect three-quarters of our kids’ styles 
to be made of recycled materials by fall 
2020. And while we do have a penchant 
for polyester with a past, we like nylon, 
down and wool with past lives as well. 

THE BIN
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This season 59% of the clothing we 
make for babies, boys and girls is 
crafted from recycled materials. We fully 
expect three-quarters of our kids’ styles 
to be made of recycled materials by fall 
2020. And while we do have a penchant 
for polyester with a past, we like nylon, 
down and wool with past lives as well. 

THE BINTHE BIN
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Stories 
You Wear

Worn Wear was born in 2013 from the realization 

that, no matter how responsibly we build our prod-

ucts, nothing can beat keeping gear in play as long 

as possible. Clothing is not usually the first thing 

that comes to mind when we think about waste, but 

in 2015, landfills received 10.5 million tons of tex-

tiles. Not to mention the energy footprint required 

to create new stuff to replace the old.

Repair is radical because it directly opposes 

the linear economy’s dependence on disposable 

products and planned obsolescence. Worn Wear 

promotes a circular economy: keep an object in 

use for as long as you can, get the most value out of 

it, then recover and repurpose the material at the 

“end” of its life. We believe in this so strongly that 

our team has been continuously cruising around 

the country in a fleet of mobile repair shops with 

the mission of fixing your stuff—or teaching you 

how to fix it—for free. We see it as a small invest-

ment in a habitable planet. 

According to our customers’ Worn Wear® blog 

posts, there are other reasons for holding on to 

well-used clothing, and they have nothing to do 

with landfill statistics. Folks say that clothes tend to 

jog their memories about good times they’ve had 

while wearing them. There’s the twinkle-eye joy of 

passing them on to the next generation. They are, 

after all, the stories we wear. 

The Worn Wear cycle: Use. Abuse. Care. 

Repair. Despite all the distractions, 

Austin Stubbs works to make something 

better than new. Bonneville Salt Flats, 

Utah. KERN DUCOTE

A look back at six years of  
Worn Wear, and why we still 
think it’s worth repairing  
your clothes for free

6.6
Gallons of water  
saved on average

4.93
Kilograms of CO2 
equivalent on 
average saved per  
Worn Wear piece 
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Pieces of clothing fixed

100,000
Items repaired on the road 

10,909 84 
Employees in the Reno 
repairs department  
(59 new employees 
since 2015)

54,833
Pieces of clothing and  
gear repaired in 2018 
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Lindsay Rose Medoff wants you to wear your garbage—

or, more specifi cally, a mashup of repurposed Patagonia 

clothing that she and her team have transformed into 

something original and beautiful. 

That’s the idea behind ReCrafted, a line of clothing 

created by Medoff and designed with the help of Pata-

gonia’s Kourtney Morgan, which draws upon the scraps 

of used garments collected at our Worn Wear facility in 

Reno. It’s premium, Patagonia, upcycled. A second life 

for products that might not otherwise get it, accom-

plished on a large scale, at least when compared to oth-

er upcycled initiatives. And Medoff believes it’s a step 

toward a zero-waste world. 

Medoff has been working on remade products for 

18 years, though she took a break to farm in New Mexico 

in between. She attributes her love of cutting up fabrics 

to her punk rock youth, and her passion for repurposed 

clothing to a love of thrift stores she discovered in sev-

enth grade. “Worn-in or used or cared for has always 

been at the heart of how I felt like I exist in this world,” she 

says. The ReCrafted process looks something like this: 

Customers send back old or damaged clothes, many 

of which get repaired and sent back. If  they’re deemed 

too damaged to work with, they get bailed and stored. 

These are the pieces Medoff and her team are now re-

purposing at her sewing shop, Suay, on the banks of the 

Los Angeles River. 

“Usually there are two bails on a pallet that have to be 

lifted up and down off a truck. They’re wrapped in plas-

Second Stories
One woman’s solution to the 
problem of too many clothes 

“I would say that it’s 
impossible to do and 
that we’re actually 
doing the impossible.”

For Lindsay Rose Medoff, the idea for 

ReCrafted has been a dream 11 years in 

the making. LAUREN ROSS

tic with metal twine, and when you pop them open, what 

seemingly looks like something manageable becomes 

like fi ve times that size,” she says. From there she and her 

team start sorting. Could this be a pocket? Then it goes 

in the pocket box. Could this be the back of a sleeve? 

Things get sorted by denim, cotton and down products. 

Things get sorted by color. Every piece is also handcraft-

ed on site at Suay. Master seamstresses and cutters, who 

have worked in the garment industry for years, create 

14,000 individual pieces of clothing specifi cally for the 

ReCrafted line (they also sew thousands of other prod-

ucts from discarded fabrics). 

Medoff is frantically optimistc about the possibilities 

of remade clothing. “In my 18 years of experience, I’ve 

never seen this done before,” she says. “I would say that 

it’s impossible to do and that we’re actually doing the 

impossible.” If you consider that there might be enough 

fabric on Earth right now to dress the whole world, Re-

Crafted clothing really is a radical act. That’s certainly 

how Medoff sees it. “You’re asking people to create a 

new habit of what their voice is when they’re spending 

their dollars out in the world. And what they’re putting 

on their bodies. You’re asking people to do something 

that’s different.”

It’s a quiet revolution, but when clothes, like food be-

fore it, represent the values we stand for, then what you 

wear really is revolutionary. As Medoff puts it, “It evokes 

a sense of belonging to change.” 
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ReCrafted styles will be available this fall at wornwear.com.



“You’re asking people to create a new 
habit of what their voice is when they’re 
spending their dollars out in the world.”

Each piece of ReCrafted clothing is 

made from used Patagonia garments 

that can’t otherwise be repaired. 

LAUREN ROSS
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This is just part of the team at Suay sew 

shop in Los Angeles, California, that has 

brought the idea of ReCrafted to life. 

LAUREN ROSS
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In the last 105 pages, we’ve carried you through our imperfect pro-

cess of striving to make garments that give you a choice. Recycled 

over virgin materials. Durability over the fastest of fashion. But 

our efforts are still only a small blip in the gargantuan signature of 

environmental degradation by way of human hands. Unless, as indi-

viduals, we buy recycled over new, petroleum-intensive garments will 

continue to pile up. Our demands are in our dollars. A reimagined 

way of living on this planet can start with a different approach to 

buying that helps repair our high-consumption human experience: 

Purchase fewer things, own multifunctional and high-quality items, 

and when we must buy, only spend money on items that live up to 

our ethos. The planet shouldn’t be a victim to a dizzy preoccupation 

with the need to consume, the desire for everything new. Even if 

it’s too late and we humans are a mere blip between epochs, the 

only right thing to do is try. The attack on the natural world is per-

sonal. It’s every human’s burden. But we can unravel the unraveling 

collectively. Get inside our own heads—examine our choices. Know 

when buying feels wrong (or better yet, when it is right). Maybe we 

can make those who inherit this planet proud? They are inevitably 

bound to our actions.    
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If you don’t need it, don’t buy it. 
If you do, look for it used.  
Can’t find it used? Buy recycled.  
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This season’s Black Hole® 
collection used 10 million 
discarded plastic bottles 
to build the 100% recycled 
main fabric, lining and 
webbing of these durable 
travel companions. Check out 
a close-up of the main fabric 
here and on the cover.

100% Recycled Paper This catalog is made with FSC®-certified 100% postconsumer 
recycled paper. Not a single tree was cut to produce it. For over 25 years, we’ve printed our 
catalogs on recycled paper; we switched to 100% postconsumer recycled paper in 2014.

Unwanted Mailings If you are moving, send us your old and new addresses. If you’ve 
received this catalog in error, received a duplicate or want to remove your name from our 
mailing list, please call us at 800-638-6464.
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